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ABSTRACT 

Three design tradeoff relations for noise control, namely control for ground bounce 

noise, control for crosstalk noise, and control for reflection noise, in signal integrity 

for MOS-based systems are discussed here. 

Both long-channel modeled MOST (MOS1) and short-channel modeled MOST 

(MOS3) are used to derived tradeoffs between performance parameters and electrical 

parameters for a lumped modeled ground-path inductance. Quantitative expressions 

relating driver size, loading capacitance, edge speed of input signal, parasitic induc

tance, and a maximum number of allowable simultaneously switching drivers to the 

worst-case, maximum ground bounce and the signal switching (delay) time are shown 

to agree with SPICE simulations for both MOS1 and MOS3 devices. 

Dependent upon the strength of line coupling, two design guidelines to design 

interconnect systems for targets of 4% far-end overshoot, 10% far-end crosstalk, and 

a pre-specified far-end response time are introduced to upgrade package performance 

and packaging density. 

A low-frequency approximation associated with a second-order Butterworth re

sponse is the foundation to control far-end overshoot for the single-mode excitation, 

and/or for the mixed-mode excitation with weakly coupled lines. An average-transfer

function method is introduced for calculating the required output impedance of source 

(driver) when multiple modes are excited for strongly coupled lines. It is shown 
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that the far-end response can be significantly improved with reliable operation if the 

output impedance is designed to be less than the line impedance according to the 

proposed approach. 

The near-end and the far-end crosstalk are derived for capacitive far-end and re

sistive (unmatched) near-end terminations on both the driven and the quiet lines. A 

simple far-end crosstalk estimate assuming a low line loss, weak line coupling, and a 

small capacitive load is first derived based on multiple reflections of backward cou

pling noise from mis-matched terminations. This simple estimate ensures controlled 

crosstalk for weakly coupled cases. Derivations in the frequency and the time domain 

of two limits, namely the high-frequency and the low-frequency approximation, for 

the far-end crosstalk then are followed for heavily-loaded, lossy lines, and/or strong 

line coupling. Compared to SPICE calculations, It is shown that these two limits can 

serve as a upper bound and a lower bound for the far-end crosstalk estimate. 

To estimate the signal delay time, a simple expression that combines the propa

gation delay time and the far-end ZaGL time is formulated first. The Elmore delay 

time for a single line provides a good delay estimate for a signal propagating on 

loosely coupled lines. For strongly coupled lines, a modified Elmore delay time with 

a coupling factor is derived, which agrees well with SPICE calculations. 

Design curves for targets of 4% far-end overshoot and 10% far-end crosstalk are 

given, and design guidelines, ba..<;ed on a second-order polynomial approximation and 
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least-squares data fitting, are introduced for strongly-coupled lines. SPICE simu

lations for systems designed using these guidelines agree very well with the design 

targets, namely a 4% far-end overshoot and a 10% far-end crosstalk. Based upon the 

assumption that both unsealed and scaled systems satisfy the proposed design guide

lines, possible scaling tradeoffs for down-sized (scaled) systems also are examined 

extensively. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

"To optimize small blocks ... of a tightly interrelated system .. is a bad policy" 

-Hamming[l] 

1.1 The Impact of Integrated Circuits Trends on Package Design 

To meet complex and diverse specifications, modern microelectronics systems with 

different functional circuits or chips are usually fabricated, connected and packaged 

together. To convey information among these different functional circuits or chips, 

transmission lines, vias, and chip-attach connections provide paths to organize, dis

tribute, and integrate signals. As a result, interconnection and package related issues 

have become dominant factors in deciding circuit performance, reliability, and cost. 

To fabricate smaller, faster, cheaper, denser, and lower energy consumption semi

conductor products has been a trend of the microelectronics industry since the begin

ning of the integrated circuit era. As the processing technology of device fabrication 

improves, the feature size of the devices is reduced, and the number of devices (cir

cuits) on chip grows. The number of circuits per chip is further increased by using a 

larger die. 
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Since 1960, the reduction of the minimum device dimension has continued at the 

rate of 13% per year and the chip area has increased at the rate of 160% for every 

three years [2]. These trends project to a number of components on a chip of about 

100 million before the end of this century. Smaller physical feature size and larger 

die area upgrade the integration level of modern microelectronic circuits, which in 

turn has modified the nature of electronic packages. 

As for performance, smaller feature size usually allows high-speed operation and 

low power dissipation for each circuit. Device speed has increased by four orders 

of magnitude and the energy dissipated per logic gate has been reduced by over 

five orders of magnitude since 1960. For modern sub micron MOST (Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor Transistor) technology, on-chip devices usually operate at hundreds 

of MHz, and the propagation gate delay time for the state-of-the-art devices has 

reached the 10 ps/gate range [3, 4]. Consequently, the length of interconnections 

between devices becomes comparable to the wavelength of propagated signals, and 

interconnections exhibit transmission line effects, such as propagation delay time, 

ringing, and overshoot even for on-chip lines. 

These various design problems cannot be solved separately to optimize perfor

mance. Rather, tradeoff or compromise has to be proposed. In particular, driver, 

receiver, and interconnect should be designed together to optimize performance. 
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1.2 Challenges and Tradeoffs 

Lower power dissipation and mature technology is making CMOS (Complementary 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor) the dominant technology in today's VLSI (Very Large 

Scale Integrated circuits). As more systems integrate using CMOS and as technology 

evolves, high performance systems with highly reliable operation are demanded. 

To obtain high performance CMOS systems, small feature size, high-density cir

cuits, and parallel processing of data flow are employed in general. By using carefully

designed circuits or structures, signals between :;omponents within a system might be 

integrated without performance penalty. However, such a high-performance system 

may result in un-reliable operation if the accompanying noises are not well controlled. 

There are three noise problems considered here: ~-i noise, crosstalk noise, and 

termination mis-match noise. In general, all these noises are not time coherent. To 

simplify our discussion, therefore, we will study each noise separately. 

1.2.1 Simultaneous Switching Noise 

To have high volume parallel processing, multiple off-chip drivers are switched 

simultaneously. For operation frequencies less than several gigahertz, these multi

ple switched drivers charge/discharge a substantial current through power-supply 

path, which introduces an inductive noise (~- i noise, ground bounce, simultaneous 
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switching noise) VG given by 

dIG dID 
VG ~ LG- = nLG-

dt dt 
(1.1 ) 

on the power-supply path. Here, IG is the charge/discharge current flowing through 

power-supply path, LG is the power-supply path parasitic inductance, n is the number 

of simultaneously switched drivers, and ID is the charge/discharge current of each 

switched driver. To integrate signals without performance degradation, in general, 

the output stage of drivers are designed to match loading conditions, which increases 

IG in (1.1) because large output stages are needed. According to (1.1), VG is further 

increased by increasing the number of simultaneously switched drivers n, and/or by 

reducing the switching time of the output stages. 

Because such a "ground bounce" is generated on the power-supply bus, the effec-

tive driving voltage is influenced by this noise, and for a significant VG, false switching 

can result. Even if VG does not exceed the noise margin of the receiver, reduction of 

driving voltage by VG slows switching and thus degrades system performance. 

For on-chip drivers, large IG usually is not needed. However, for high-level inte-

grated systems, the number of on-chip switching devices might become very large, 

which is especially true for the state-of-the-art microprocessors. Necessity for high-

speed operation of on-chip devices further aggravates ground bounce. Disciplines of 

design for off-chip interconnect, driver, and receiver developed to control .0.-i noise, 

therefore, also may be applied to on-chip circuits. 
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How many drivers are allowed to switch simultaneously for a provided package? 

Can we increase the number of switched drivers and the operation frequency at 

the same time to upgrade performance? What if fan-out also increases? Are high

performance and reliable systems achievable by increasing parallel processing? To 

answer these questions, design tradeoffs related to loading conditions, power-supply 

parasitics, driver size, and system operation frequency are derived. Such tradeoffs 

allow the off-chip driver designer to optimize, or to customize a specific design. 

1.2.2 Crosstalk Noise 

As mentioned earlier, smaller feature size and larger die area allow more circuits 

or chips to be packed together to meet application specifications. This high circuit 

density usually requires high-density interconnections. Because of coupling effects, 

signals propagated along the active lines may induce crosstalk noise on the quiet 

lines, which can cause logic error if the induced noise exceeds receiver noise margin. 

Such a crosstalk noise also may slow far-end response on the active lines due to loss 

of coupled energy. 

To design a reliable, fast system, therefore, crosstalk noise imposes another possi· 

ble tradeoff between line density and performance. How closely can two adjacent lines 

be packed together without causing false switching? Can high-density be combined 

with and reliability? What are the design tradeoffs if high line density is needed? 
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To answer these questions, expreSSIOns to estimate design tradeoffs related to 

loading conditions, line parasitics, and driver size for a step voltage excitation with 

pre-specified maximum crosstalk noise are derived. Based on these expressions, op

timization of a system with line high density and reliable operation is achievable. 

1.2.3 Termination Mis-Match Noise 

For high-speed operation, the inductive effect of an interconnect becomes impor

tant. Because of mis-match between termination impedance and line impedance, 

high-frequency signals that propagate to the far-end always result in signal ringing. 

Such signal ringing, if not well controlled, might have enough undershoot to cause 

receiver false switching. As shown in Fig. 1.1, for instance, series termination tech

nique, Fig. 1.1 ( a), and/or parallel termination technique, Fig. 1.1 (b), can be applied 

to terminate near end and/or far end using a well-controlled resistor or resistor pair. 

However, series termination costs layout area and parallel termination consumes DC 

power. For high-speed circuits with thin film lines, complex line impedance com

plicates impedance matching because of its frequency dependence. To speed up 

far-end response on an active line without causing logic error due to reflection noise, 

simultaneous consideration of line parasitics, receiver input impedance, and driver 

output impedance is needed to optimize interconnect systems. For RLC-modeled 

interconnects, a simple design that provides fast far-end response and reliable system 
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Figure 1.1: (a) Near-end series termination with a resistor Zoo (b) far-end parallel 
termination with reduced voltage swings. 

operation is introduced, which results in design tradeoffs between driver size, receiver 

size, and interconnect structure. 

1.3 Device, Interconnect, and Power Bus Inductance Models 

To quickly and properly design a CMOS-based system, device, interconnect, and 

power-bus models have to include enough information to predict system behavior, 

but with simple mathematics. In our work the terminations are CMOS drivers and 

receivers. To design drivers with a pre-specified maximum ground bounce and a 

pre-specified switching time, a detailed driver model is needed because both ground 

bounce and switching time depend upon accurate charge/discharge current profile. 

However, for crosstalk and overshoot design, termination modeling is not as critical as 
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for ground bounce. Therefore, a simpler driver model and a simpler receiver model is 

enough: the load is the input impedance of a receiver and the driver has the resistive 

output impedance. 

As the speed of circuits becomes large, transmission line effects appear. As men

tioned in previous sections, for estimating ground bounce, a lumped effective induc

tance can be used up to several gigahertz. However, for typical interconnections, such 

a lumped model cannot describe transmission line effects, such as propagation delay 

and/or far-end ringing. Hence, for overshoot and crosstalk control, a transmission-line 

model is needed to sufficiently reveal physics of high-speed interconnection operation. 

We now describe the models used in this study by examining the output impedance 

of a driver first. 

1.3.1 CMOS Driver Models 

1.3.1.1 Effective Driver Impedance Model 

In a VLSI chip, the last stage of a CMOS off-chip driver usually is implemented 

by employing an enlarged NMOST for pulldown switching and an enlarged PMOST 

for pullup switching. With properly controlled processes, e.g. ion implantation, the 

threshold voltages for both n- and p-channel transistors can be adjusted to com

plement each other. The device aspect ratios should match the mobility ratio [6]1 
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(W/L)p = Ito =25 
(W/L)N Ith . 

(1.2) 

where W is the channel width, L is the channel length, Ito is the mobility of electrons, 

and Ith is the mobility of holes. This condition results in resistances of both pullup 

and pulldown transistors that are approximately equivalent to each other, which 

provides equal capability to source and sink load current. In practice, symmetric 

drive capacity is often sacrificed by use of the minimum-size transistors in order to 

reduce layout area, or by use of V Ito/ Ith to reduce overall delay time of cascaded-

inverter buffer [7]. In our analysis, however, we will use the same output resistance 

for both pull-up and pull-down transistors for simplicity. 

In the following chapters, we use RD to represent the driver output resistance 

which is the combination of the modeled RMOS and the parasitic series resistance of 

drain/source. 

1.3.1.2 MOSI Model for Long-Channel N-Channel MOST 

As mentioned earlier, for ground bounce control and switching time (gate delay 

time) design a more accurate driver model is needed than for crosstalk and ringing. In 

this section SPICE MOS I model is introduced for long, N-channel MOST (NMOST). 

lAs given as (3.1-8) and (7.5-4) in Geiger et al. [6] 
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A commonly used approximation for the drain-current characteristics of a long-

channel NMOST is[8, 9]; 

(1.3) 

o 

where {30 is the gain factor defined by J.Lofox W N / (Lef f' tox), VT is the threshold voltage, 

and Vas and Vds are the gate to source bias and the drain to source bias respectively. 

Here J.Lo is the mobility of the electrons, which can be gate and drain bias dependent, 

and fox is the permittivity of the oxide. As shown in Figure 1.2, WN is the channel 

width of NMOST, Lef f is the effective channel length, and tox is the oxide thickness. 

Please notice that according to (1.3) the drain current of a switched NMOST is 

saturated when Vds = V9S - VT and remains at the same value for Vds > Vas - VT. In 

other words, channel length modulation due to increase of drain bias is not included 

when switched devices are in saturation. To simplify our discussion, our model also 

assumes no subthreshold current for Vas :::; VT. 

In digital applications, the output impedance of a RG-modeled NMOST then can 

be obtained by using (1.3) in triode region, i.e. 

(1.4) 

where VH is the logical high voltage in the digital logic family. 



Figure 1.2: Schematic of an NMOS transistor. 

1.3.1.3 MOS3 Model for Short-Channel N-Channel MOST 

29 

For modern submicron MOSTs, charge/discharge current at large drain to source 

bias usually saturates due to carrier velocity saturation and not due to channel pinch

off. Therefore, for modern submicron MOST, a velocity saturated, short-channel 

model is needed. 

Several short-channel effects can be important in short-channel devices [10]-[15]. 

To simplify our discussion, only the effect of velocity saturation is considered here, 

and short-channel effects on electrical channel length and threshold voltage are not 

considered. We also neglect the narrow-channel effect, which is not significant for 

off-chip drivers because a large channel width is required for substantial current to 

effectively drive off-chip loads. 
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For short-channel devices, because of large lateral fields the carrier velocity usually 

is saturated for appreciable Vds. Also, just as for long-channel devices, the channel 

mobility depends upon the vertical (gate) field. The effective mobility of short-

channel devices, therefore, depends upon both normal field and lateral field [16]. For 

SPICE MOS 3 model [17], the effective mobility of short-channel devices is expressed 

by 

/-LeI I = 1 + Vds/VO 
(1.5) 

where only lateral-field dependence has been described explicitly by lateral voltage 

bias Vds. The mobility dependence on vertical field, which is included implicitly in 

J.Ls in (1.5), will be discussed later. In (1.5), Vds is the drain to source bias, and Va 

is the critical lateral voltage above which velocity saturation occurs. The parameter 

Va is defined as 

(1.6) 

where V max ~ 7 X 106 em/sis the maximum (saturated) carrier velocity, and LeJ! is 

the electrical channel length. 

The saturation voltage of MOS3 model, which saturates carrier velocity and levels 

off the I-V curve, is expressed by 

(1. 7) 

which can be approximated very crudely by 

( 
1 Va ) 

Vds,sat ~ Vo 1 - '2 Vgs - VT (1.8) 
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for small Va. For Vds » Va, the carrier velocity J1.eJJ • Vds/ LeJ! ~ Vmax• 

In (1.5) J1.11 is the surface mobility given by 

J1.0 
J1.s = -1 -+-(J(....;.V;-gS---l"-T~) (1.9) 

with an empirical vertical field-effect parameter (). Here Vgs is the gate to source bias, 

and VT is the threshold voltage. 

As a first-order estimate, we neglect the vertical-field modulation of carrier mo-

bility, i.e. we set (} = O. The drain-to-source current Ids of MOS3 then can be 

approximated by 

(1.10) 

If we further assume that (i) short-channel effects on threshold and electrical channel 

length are negligible and (ii) that Vgs - VT » Va so that the numerator holds true 

for Vds as large as Ve, for ¥ds ~ Ve , using (1.8) Ids saturates at a level which can be 

approximated by 

where 130 is the gain factor of MOST defined earlier by 

4 - C' W fJO = J1.o oX-L 
eJJ 

with gate-oxide capacitance per unit area C~x = fox/tax. 

(1.11) 
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1.3.2 CMOS Receiver Impedance 

As for the receiver, the input impedance of a MOS-based receiver basically is a bias 

dependent capacitance, which results from two contributions. The first contribution 

is that of an insulating dielectric, which can be estimated by 

A 
C~f.

r t 

where f.r is the relative dielectric constant of the insulating material, A is the plate 

area, and t is the distance between plates. The fringing field is not considered in this 

estimate. 

The second contribution is associated with the source and drain to body PN 

junctions, which obviously are bias dependent. This capacitance usually can be 

approximated by 

where A is the junction area, VF is the bias cross a junction, 1>B is the built-in 

potential (~ 0.7 V), CjD is the zero bias capacitance per unit area, and n is a constant 

dependent on junction type (n = 1/2 for step junction, and n = 1/3 for linear 

junction). Because different operating regions result in different charge distributions, 

the parasitic capacitance corresponding to each operating region is studied separately 

in the following discussion. 

As shown in Fig 1.3, for MOST in subthreshold (cut-off), its input capacitance 

CBG is calculated as the series connection of Cox, from the gate oxide, and CD, from 
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the depletion region, where oxide thickness tox and gate area W . L determine the 

value of Cox, and CD depends upon the width of depletion region which varies with 

gate to bulk bias and with drain bias. For simplicity, we ignored CGD and CGS by 

assuming no gate-to-drain and gate-to-source overlaps. 

When Vgs > VT, a channel forms, which decouples the body from the gate. Because 

of the channel, a parasitic capacitance Cox forms. If the device is in the triode region, 

with an uniform channel, it is typically assumed that half of Cox appears directly from 

gate to source and the other half appears from gate to drain to simplify calculation. 

That is, CGD = Cas = ~Cox for devices in triode region. 

When the channel pinches off, the channel acts as an ohmic extension of source 

region. No inversion layer and overlap between gate and drain result in CaD = O. 

Because of pinch off near the drain, the gate is coupled to the body (no channel near 

drain) and 

where tlL is the length of pinch-off region and CD is the junction capacitance at 

drain. Because the depletion width at drain is large and llLL is small, CGB ~ 0 in this 

case. Typically ~Cox is modeled as lumped element between gate and source. 

Table 1.1 summarizes the input capacitance of a switched MOST. For a typical 

receiver, the load capacitance includes both NMOST and PMOST, which can be 
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Table 1.1: Value of lumped models for parasitic capacitances relating to input 
impedance 

Parasitic Cap. Cutoff Triode Saturation 
GGD 0 JGo:c 0 
GGS 0 ~Go:c ~Go:c 
GGB Go:cGD/(Go:c + GD) 0 0 

written as 

Gae = Gan + Gap (1.12) 

and treated as a constant. Where GGe is the gate capacitance of the CMOS inverter, 

GGn is the gate capacitance of the NMOST, and GGp is that of the PMOST (P-channel 

Metal-Oxide-Silicon Transistor). 

Another discussion given by [18] shows that the average input capacitance (defined 

as the total charge supplied to the gate by the input divided by the voltage swing) 

of a CMOS inverter can be written as 

and it is shown to be nearly constant for any voltage V in the range 0 < V < VH, 

where VH is logic swing. Examples for different load capacitances with same CMOS 

inverter also show graphically the constancy of Gin 2 
• 

Simplified RG models for driver and receiver are shown in Fig. 1.4 and will be 

used for crosstalk- and overshoot-controlled design. 

2 As shown in Figure 25 by [18] 
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Figure 1.3: Lumped parasitic-capacitor model of a MOST 
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Figure 1.4: Simplified RC CMOS inverter model 
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1.3.3 Interconnection Models 

Currently, the worst-case gate delay in 0.5 J.Lm CMOS is less than 0.1 ns [19]. 

At this high operating frequency the interconnections exhibit transmission line ef-

fects that are not significant at lower frequencies. Therefore, several interconnection 

models used in this dissertation will be considered next. 

1.3~3.1 RC Line Model 

At low operating frequencies, the interconnections between devices on the chip 

can be modeled simply as RC line and have delay times described by Elmore [20] for 

resistor and capacitor terminations. For a model using RD as the driver resistance 

and CL as the load capacitance of a CMOS receiver, the Elmore delay time can be 

expressed as 

(1.13) 

where R, C is the line resistance and capacitance per unit length respectively and f 

is the length of the interconnection. 

1.3.3.2 RLC Line Model 

For VLSI and especially ULSI, due to the smaller device dimensions, the operating 

speed is much higher, requiring the inclusion of line inductance in the model. For 

short interconnections, this inductance will cause ringing and overshoot and for off-

chip interconnections will result in propagation effects like propagation delay and 
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reflection at terminations. The increase in operating frequency also corresponds to a 

reduction in the wavelength of the signal propagating on the interconnections. When 

this wavelength is comparable to the length of interconnections, the lumped model 

for interconnects useful at low frequencies is inadequate and a distributed circuit 

model is needed. 

Interconnections designed for high-speed on VLSI chips usually can be treated as 

microstrips, striplines, or coplanar lines for planar processing and modeled as R, L, 

C, and G transmission lines. Line resistance, R, depends upon resistivity (which 

mainly is determined by the type of metal used), the geometry of the conductor, 

the skin effect (which describes the confinement of conduction to a surface layer at 

different frequencies), and the proximity effect (which re-adjusts the current distri

bution over the conductor cross-section due to the interaction of currents carried by 

adjacent conductors). Line inductance, L, is determined by the permeability of the 

metal, the geometry of the conductor and ground, the skin effect, and the proximity 

effect. Line capacitance, C, is determined by geometry and permittivity. And G, line 

conductance, depends upon dielectric loss tangent and geometry. 

All these parameters depend on the mode that is propagating (e.g. they differ for 

the even and the odd modes for the case of a pair of lines). General expressions for 

evaluating these parameters are given as closed forms by Brews [21] for known prop

agation constant 'Y and known complex average power traveling down the waveguide 

P. To determine R, L, C, and G directly from geometry and materials parameters, 
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Lewis [22] showed within the usual TEM (lossless) line approximation that the self 

and mutual capacitances can be expressed in terms of even and odd mode capaci-

tances, which he then separated approximately into five different model capacitances3 

. He also rewrote self and mutual inductances in terms of capacitances. However, 

a more accurate approach was done earlier by Garg and Bahl [23] and an excellent 

and complete treatment of the microstrip lines is given by Gupta et al. [24] who also 

provided references to the original work in this field. An updated and comprehen-

sive coverage of the design microstrip circuits is given by Edwards [25] who stresses 

more practical issues in microwave integrated circuits. In our work L, C, and G are 

found numerically using UAMOM [26] which solves Maxwell's equations for fields in 

a TEM approximation assuming a DC resistance. In this dissertation we treat the 

case of a homogeneous dielectric. The main errors in UAMOM are then the neglect 

of longitudinal fields caused by I R drops, the use of DC resistance (neglect of skin 

effect), and the neglect of proximity effects. For the development of simple design 

guidelines, these errors are negligible. 

To understand transmission, consider the propagation speed Vg of the signal along 

the conductor waveguide 

1 
v ---

9 - V4i (1.14) 

for the material surrounding the conductor with dielectric constant € and magnetic 

susceptability J-L. A lower dielectric constant material can speed up the propagation. 

3See equations (11), (14), (15), (17), and (19) in [22] 
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However, other packaging considerations, such as matching of thermal expansion 

coefficient, power consumption, or moisture prevention, might limit the practicality 

of a lower f. In terms of electrical parameters Land C, propagation delay time for a 

low loss line can be represented as 

(1.15) 

where we can see that reduction of tpd can also be expressed as the need for a smaller 

Le. 

One option to reduce switching time, according to the Elmore delay (1.13), is 

to control the impedance values of terminations. This approach involves decreasing 

resistance or capacitance which might complicate the processes and/or waste some 

additional space. Decreasing capacitance is possible depending on the device design 

and layout rules. Usually this reduction is carried out as far as possible. A low driver 

resistance also costs area and may not be practical, because extra area is necessary 

to make driver cascades or extra device channel width. 

1.3.3.3 Multiple Lines 

Another drawback accompanying higher packaging density is the larger crosstalk 

noise which might switch or trigger nearby devices accidentally. Since advanced 

processing technology results in higher resolution for fabricating lines, the line width 

and spacing can be decreased to increase the package density. However, as the line 

separation reduces, the crosstalk noise will strongly increase due to larger coupling 
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capacitance. The delay time and overshoot on the driven line also will be affected. 

Therefore, coupling effects have to be considered for both the driven and quiet lines 

as design tradeoffs. 

1.3.4 Power-Supply Parasitic Model 

In general-both off-chip power traces and signal traces are conductors with almost 

the same order of dimensions. Modeling for power-bus parasitics therefore should 

not be different from modeling signal trace as introduced previously. In other words, 

power buses also should be treated as transmission lines. 

In general, on-chip power-bus lengths are small. Signals propagating from drivers 

connected to the same power bus at different positions will not have large time 

difference (phase difference). Besides, for the ground bounce consideration, phase 

differences between different components reduce the maximum current, and thus 

reduce the magnitude of ground bounce. Thus, for simplicity we will lumped source 

terminals of all drivers together and thus treat the worst-case ground bounce. We 

further simplify by assuming an identical lumped inductance connected to all driver 

source ends. 

It is worthwhile to point out that current in signal line and current in power/ground 

path might have opposite directions that can reduce effective inductance by mutual 

effects. This mutual effect, however, depends upon packaging structure, signal/power 
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layout, and shielding plane position, which is very difficult to model completely. Be

sides, the effective inductance strongly affected by switching patterns, which further 

complicates the ground-path modeling. Therefore, to simplify our discussion, we will 

assume an effective, lumped inductance has been obtained or an effective, lumped 

inductance can always be implemented via packaging technology. 

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation 

In Chapter 2, design tradeoffs for CMOS off-chip drivers with simultaneous switch

ing noise and switching time considerations will be derived for both long-channel and 

short-channel devices, where a lumped effective inductance is used to model power

supply distribution structure. To simplify our discussion, the off-chip load will be 

treated as an effective capacitance only. Also shown in Chapter 2 is ground bounce 

generated prior to device turn-on, which is due to displacement current flowing be

tween gate to bulk terminals. Because alternative current paths are provided for 

systems with on-quiet drivers, ground bounce usually is significantly less than the 

case that all drivers are switched. 

For systems with on-quiet drivers, coupling noise between adjacent lines, especially 

for the case of one driven and one quiet lines, might cause receiver false switching. 

Such a coupling noise increases if line spacing reduces. To comprehend relation 

between coupling noise and electrical parameters, crosstalk noise formulas will be 

derived using a loss less line with small loads, a low-frequency approximation, and a 
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low-loss, high-frequency approximation in Chapter 3, and examined by comparing 

with SPICE simulations. 

To have fast interconnect systems, overshoot-controlled Rn for coupled lines will 

be derived in Chapter 4 using the "no peak" condition that leads to 4.3% overshoot. 

Rn with overshoot other than 4.3% also will be obtained by a related method. 

In Chapter 5, simple design guidelines are proposed to design high-speed inter

connect systems for weakly-coupled lines. This approach is valid for normalized 

load capacitance CL $ 0.3, normalized effective driver impedance Tn 2:: 0.45, and 

s/h 2:: 0.8. For systems with parameters outside these ranges, approaches for strong 

coupling are needed. 

Therefore, design guidelines for strongly-coupled interconnect systems are pro

posed in Chapter 6, where semi-empirical formulas related driver, load, and line 

parameters are provided. Systems based on the proposed guidelines allow only a 4% 

overshoot and a 10% crosstalk. 

In Chapter 7, Scaling tradeoffs for terminations and interconnects with pre-specified 

overall system performance are discussed as an application example. Closed-form ex

pressions for the required effective driver resistance and for the required effective load 

capacitance for downsized package structure are derived. Other scaling scenarios are 

also examined if pre-specified performance requirements are to be met. 

Chapter 8 will conclude this study and talk about some possible future research 

directions that address these issues. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Design Tradeoffs for Simultaneous Switching Noise Control 

"There is also a rhythm and a pattern between the phenomena of nature 

which is not apparent to the eye, but only to the eye of analysis;" 

-Feynman [27] 

2.1 Introduction 

For modern submicron MOST technology, in general on-chip devices are operated 

at hundreds of MHz. However, direct use of these on-chip devices to drive off-chip 

loads, typical capacitances ranging from 10 pF to 200 pF [28], may cause performance 

degradation unless the off-chip drivers have enough driving capability. Such drivers 

for CMOS-based circuits can be realized, for instance, by cascading CMOS inverters 

of ascending size [29, 30]. 

To provide large driving capability, usually a significant amount of current has to 

be drawn (sunk) from (to) power (ground) bus within a short period of time. Due 

to the power-supply bus pal'asitics (mainly inductance La [31]), a power-supply bus 

nOIse 

dIa 
Va=Ladt 

(2.1) 
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is generated that is unacceptable if its value is larger than the receiver noise margin 

and sustains long enough to cause false switching. According to (2.1), the faster 

switching of modern IC's (Integrat.ed Circuit's) leads to larger values of FG. In (2.1) 

a lumped effective inductance LG is used to model power-supply bus parasitics. Our 

approach is adequate for frequencies up to a few gigahertz, above which more accurate 

transmission:line models or models that depend upon driver switching modes may 

be necessary [32, 33]. 

Also tending to increase FG is the trend toward more parallel processing, which 

tends to increase the number of simultaneously switched drivers. As more drivers 

sharing a common power-supply bus switch simultaneously, "ground bounce" m

creases according to (2.1) because the discharge current IG increases. 

For systems with drivers and receivers sharing a common ground bus, as shown 

in Figure 2.1(a), a noisy ground bus may cause receiver false switching because of 

inaccurate ground reference. Other than possible false switching, ground noise slows 

switching because of reduction of driving voltage [34]. To maintain performance of 

fast-response systems, ground noise therefore has to be controlled by careful design. 

One approach to control this simultaneous switching noise (SSN) is to design a 

driver circuit with controlled current slew rate, with controlled current, or with tri

state operation. For instance, Chioffi et al.[35] suggested a tristate driver design to 

reduce current flow during driver switching by pre-chargejpre-discharge of output 

loads, Hanafi et al.[36] proposed a source-terminated driver circuit to reduce output 
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signal swing and enforce a linear 1 - t relation and thus reduce SSN, and Senthi-

nathan and Prince [37] utilized skewing times between driver segments to limit the 

number of drivers simultaneously switching. However, an these methods require a 

more sophisticated driver circuit that costs more driver layout area and increases 

design cycle time. 

To efficiently control SSN, another approach is to reduce effective LG. This ap-

proach usually needs more complicated bonding techniques (such as flip-chip) and 

more advanced chip carriers (such as Ball Grid Array). Customized package de-

sign, such as balanced interconnects as proposed by Rainal [38], may further reduce 

effective LG • 

Packages with decoupling capacitance and/or bypass capacitance also may reduce 

ground bounce because decoupling capacitance and/or bypass capacitance serve as 

local power-supply source/sink which provides alternated current paths. The required 

capacitance could be estimated by 

Ill· Ilt 
Ode = IlV ' (2.2) 

which for modern high-speed circuits usually results in Ode 2:: 10 J.LF. For example, 

the total decoupling capacitance is 40 J.LF for IBM ES/9000 TCM module [39]. In 

(2.2) Il V is the maximum allowable power-supply voltage fluctuation, III is the 

maximum charge/discharge current, and Ilt is the switching time (usually is the edge 

speed). However, the efficiency of decoupling capacitance and/or bypass capacitance 

is strongly dependent upon the capacitance locatiops. Therefore, position relatively 
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close to the switched drivers is needed to reduce parasitic inductance accompanying 

with the decoupling capacitance, which might result in a built-in on-chip capacitance. 

Although on-chip and/or on-module decoupling capacitance may be obtained without 

increasing cost by building a decoupling capacitor plane directly into the silicon 

substrate, the resulted capacitance may not be large enough to reduce switching 

noise. A typical built-in capacitor has capacitance about 25 nF/cm2 [40]. Therefore, 

to sufficiently reduce ground bounce, special packaging structure, and/or discrete 

capacitor has to be employed, which results in cost increase. 

To reduce cost increases associated with aforementioned approaches, it is necessary 

to examine carefully the possible tradeoffs between driver design and the effective La 

subject to certain performance constraints. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the effective power-supply inductance also strongly 

dependent upon I/O switching pattern and practical signal-and-power trace layout 

position. To sufficiently reduce the effective power-supply inductance, a package

level place and route including mutual parasitics for signal and power-supply traces 

is needed. 

In this chapter we are to relate circuit characteristics to the ground noise Va 

for a given La. Because the last stage of all MOST-based drivers needs a large 

transistor size, the most severe ground bounce thus always accompanied with the 

last-stage switching. Therefore, for maximum ground bounce concern, no pre-stage 

driver circuits will be discussed in detailed in this chapter. The pre-stage driver 
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circuits are presumed only to provide an input voltage signal with clean references 

to the last stage. In other words, the input voltage is assumed switching from 0 to 

VDDQ for t.he pull-down operation, and switching from 1'DDQ to 0 for the pull-up 

operation. Such an assumption is justified because the switching noise on the ground 

bus is induced during the pull-down operation when the input signal switches to 

VDDq (supplied by power bus), this ground noise would not affect the input voltage 

profile unless there is a strong coupling between ground rail and power rail. 

According to (2.1), VG is linearly dependent upon the current slew rate dIG/dt. 

For MOST-based un-regulated drivers, dIG/dt is determined by loading conditions, 

operation mode of MOST, input signal, and device characteristics. To comprehend 

ground noise, therefore, separate sections are designated to discuss switching noise 

in different MOST operation region. 

First, switching noise for MOSTs operated in the subthreshold region is studied. 

For a pre-specified maximum simultaneous switching noise and a pre-specified 90%

to-10% fall time, design constraints then are proposed for long-channel drivers. They 

are then followed by design tradeoffs for velocity-saturated, short-channel devices 

with a pre-specified maximum simultaneous switching noise and a pre-specified 50% 

delay time. Several design examples based on the proposed design constraints are 

then compared to SPICE simulations with the MOS1 model for long-channel cases 

and with the MOS3 model for short-channel cases. The impact of the on-quiet drivers 
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on the switching noise will also be examined. It will be shown that for high speed 

operation, on-quiet drivers significantly reduce ground bounce. 

2.2 Switching Noise for MOST in the Subthreshold Regime 

Figure 2.2 is a first-order model for a MOST connected by a lumped La to ground 

when Yin first switches and Vgs = Yin - Va < VT, the inversion charge layer does 

not exist. The MOST device is in subthreshold and allows negligible current to flow 

through the channel. For general CMOS drivers, bulk (body) terminal and source 

terminal usually are connected together to avoid the body (back-bias) effect. As a 

result, as shown in Figure 2.2(b), a parasitic path exists for bulk current IB to the 

ground path 1 This bulk current can be estimated by 

I - C dVgb _ C (dYin _ dVa) 
B - gb dt - gb dt dt (2.3) 

where Cgb is the gate-to-bulk capacitance and can be approximated by 

Cox' CD Eox 
Cgb = C C ~ Cox = - . W . Lei I 

ox + D tax 
(2.4) 

in the subthreshold region. Here, in order to neglect depletion ca.pacitance, a rela-

tively high substrate doping or a small depletion width is assumed. In (2.4) Eox, tax' 

W, and Lei! are defined in Chapter 1. No gate to bulk overlap also has been assumed 

in (2.4). 

1 For simplicity, we have neglected the gate-to-drain overlap capacitance and the gate-to-source 
overlap capacitance. In reality, later diffusion of drain and source overlaps gate, which might allow 
signal feed through gate-to-source capacitance, and therefore cause current flowing through ground 
path even bulk and source are not connected. 
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discharged current from 
other low-to-high 
switched drivers 

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of a single chip driver and receiver system. Here intercon
nects are represented as transmission lines. A voltage disturbance Va is drawn to 
indicate the induced ground bounce for multiple-driver switching. (b) An equivalent 
circuit of (a). Here interconnects are replaced by lumped elements. 
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic of NMOST connection for a conventional CMOS driver. 
To avoid body effect, bulk terminal is linked to source terminal which is connected to 
ground bus. (b) An equivalent circuit of (a). Here Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, 
and CJ is the depletion capacitance while device is in depletion mode. 
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To calculate VG in this region, we substitute (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.1)2 , which 

results in 

which has the solution 

( ) (
cflVin cflVG) 

VG t = nLGGgb di2 - dt2 

VDD VG(t) = -cos(wt) 
wtr 

for a ramp input with rise time O-to-100% t r • Here w is defined by 

1 
w= --;:==== - In. LG' Cgb 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Therefore, according to (2.6), for a ramped input, the maximum switching noise due 

to subthreshold switching is 

(2.7) 

Figure 2.3 shows estimates based on (2.7) for a ramped Yin agree with SPICE 

simulation within 10% error. However, it is clear from Fig. 2.3 that this switching 

noise is smaller than the noise that occurs when devices leave saturation. The time 

duration for subthreshold switching also is shorter than that for devices in saturation. 

In general, Yin is from previous stage with a non-zero second-order derivative. An 

inhomogeneous term then has to be included in VG calculation, namely 

(2.8) 

For example, if Yin = VDD(1- e-a .t ), the solution for VG from (2.8) is 

VG = VDD 2 [cos(wt) + ~ sin(wt) _ e-at] 
1+w a ;2 

(2.9) 

2 A very low subthreshold swing is assumed 
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For such cases with an exponential input, ground bounce caused by subthreshold 

switching may be larger than that in saturation region. As shown in Figure 2.3(b), 

because the input voltage slew rate reduces exponentially with time, the ground 

bounce magnitude corresponding to the time when the MOST leaves saturation is 

reduced. It is clear that ground bounce is strongly dependent upon the input signal 

waveform. For simplicity, we will limit ourselves to ramped inputs in the following 

discussion. 

2.3 Design Guidelines for Off-Chip Driver Systems with Long-Channel Devices 

For Vin - Va ;::: VT, NMOST leaves subthreshold and enters saturation. Depending 

upon the strength of the lateral field, the discharge current is saturated either by 

channel pinch-off or by carrier velocity saturation. For long-channel devices, pinch

off dominates will be discussed in this section. We defer discussion of short-channel 

devices to the next section. 

2.3.1 Design Tradeoffs for Long-Channel Devices 

To relate maximum ground noise and the time when the switched MOST leaves 

the saturation region to the circuit characteristics, the driver system is modeled as 

shown in Figure 2.1 (b), where Vin is a ramp input switched from 0 to VDD with 100% 

rise time t r • Because all the current is shunted to the ground pin for worst cases, the 
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Figure 2.3: (a) SPICE simulations of a ramped input and the induced ground bounce, 
here Wn / Ln = 100, VDDQ = 3.4, VTN = 0.8, tox = 10 nm, CL = 15 pF, LG = 1 nH, 
and n = 8 drivers. 100% tT = 0.5 ns. (b) SPICE results with parameters the same as 
the previous case with exponential voltage input, where TDl = 0, Tl = 1/0: = 0.1 ns, 
and TD2 -+ 00 are assumed~---- --- - -------------
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current passing through La is the total discharging current3 , which (assuming the 

swit.ched drivers are in saturation [41]) is 

K( )2 fa = n . fd = n- Yin - Va - Vt 
2 

(2.10) 

where K is the gain factor of NMOST, Vt is the NMOST threshold voltage, and other 

parameters have been defined earlier. Please notice that all voltages defined above are 

referred to true ground. A SPICE MOS1 model without channel-length modulation 

(i.e. A = 0) is used for I-V characteristics in (2.10) for long-channel devices. Va then 

satisfies the nonlinear differential equation 

(2.11) 

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) result in two discharging scenarios depending on the 

relative size of ts and tr, i.e. ts ::; tr or tr ::; ts. However, for fast-response systems, 

ts ::; tr usually is needed. Therefore, in the following discussion we focus on cases 

with ts ::; tr only. 

Obviously, equation (2.11) can be satisfied if Va is linearly dependent on time. 

For a linearly increasing Va, equation (2.11) may be expressed as 

VDD VaM 
Va = La' nK(Yin - Va - Vt)(- - --) 

tr ts - tt 
(2.12) 

where tt = tr . Vt/VDD. 

To design a driver system we introduce the design parameter VaM for maximum 

switching noise by VaM == VaM /VDD and the design parameter Ts for the time of 

3In this chapter, we mainly focus on discharging of capacitive loads, i.e. only ground-bus noise is 
considered here 
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maximum noise by Ts = ts/tr. Then driver, load, and power-bus parameters are 

required to satisfy 

(2.13) 

from (2.12) and the condition 

6CLVDD _ (TsVDD - Vt)[(Ts - VGM)VDD - Vt]2 
I<tr - VDD - Ts VDD + Vt 

(2.14) 

for the time when the active drivers leave saturation. Multiplying the reciprocal of 

(2.13) by (2.14) results in 

(2.15) 

For a pre-specified Ts and a pre-specified VGM, equation (2.15) then provides a design 

constraint for the required electrical parameters. 

2.3.2 Design Examples and Discussion 

Suppose we are to design a driver system to drive off-chip capacitance CL = 15 pF 

with VDD = 5 V and VI = 1 V for a system operated at 100 MHz (tr :::::J 1/10 ·1/ f = 

1 ns). If the design goal is Ts = 0.95 and VGM = 0.2, according to (2.15), n' LG = 

5 nH is needed for such a design. Therefore, if the ground-bus parasitic inductance 

La = 2.5 nH (typical value of chip-to-substrate interconnect parasitic using wire 

bond or flip-TAB of MCM-D [42, 43]), the maximum number of drivers sharing a 

common power-supply bus is 2. The SPICE simulation result with parameters given 
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above with ]( = 19.83 mAjV2 according to (2.13) is shown in Figure 2.4(a), where a 

maximum switching noise, indicated as VGl , is 1.03 V and til ~ 0.95 ns is observed. 

As a comparison, suppose 8 drivers switch simultaneously instead of just 2 as sug

gested above. According to (2.15), the ground-bus parasitic inductance LG then has 

to be reduced to 0.625 nH with the same J( as the previous case. The output voltage 

V0 2 and the ground noise VG2 given by SPICE simulation shown in Figure 2.4( a) 

again agree with our design goal (i.e. VGM = 0.2, Ts = 0.95). 

These two examples show that for typical loads and a pre-specified Ts and a pre

specified VGM, only a few drivers are allowed to share a power-supply bus in wire 

bond or fiip-TAB packages. To maintain performance and to allow more switched 

drivers, LG can be reduced, for instance, by use of flip-chip structures. 

To illustrate the effect of a lower LG value, consider a possible multichip-module 

driver system design. We imagine this system operates at 200 MHz (tr ~ 0.5 ns) 

with VDD = 3.3 V and Vi = 0.66 V. Suppose a multilayer chip carrier with fiip

chip technology is available, which provides a low power-supply parasitic inductance 

LG ~ 0.11 nH. According to (2.15), to discharge CL = 5pF with Ts = 0.95 and 

VGM = 0.20, 32 drivers are allowed to switch simultaneously with J( = 20.04 mAjV2• 

Figure 2.4(b) shows the input and the output voltages of one of these 32 drivers, the 

ground noise, a.nd the voltage boundary (dashed line) between saturation a.nd triode 

regions. A maximum ground noise VG ~ 0.677 = 0.205· YDD and a ts ~ 0.477 ns = 

0.954 . tr are observed, which agree with our design goal within 3%. 
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We now discuss how To can be determined when systems are designed for pre

specified performance constraints. To design a system without performance degrada

tion, frequently the 90%-to-l0% fall time tf is chosen to be equal to the 10%-to-90% 

rise time. That is, Tf == tJjt r has to be equal to Tr , where Tr is defined as the 

normalized 1O%-to-90% rise time. To design the system using (2.15), we need To. A 

general approach is to do this numerically by finding TJ for a specified VGM and setting 

TJ = Tr . Figure 2.5(a) shows VGM versus TJ from SPICE simulation for n = 1"",8 

switched drivers with CL = 15 pF, LG = 1 nH, and tr = 1 ns. To have TJ = Tr = 0.8, 

and VGM ::; 0.2, according to Figure 2.5 a maximum of 6 drivers is allowed to switch 

simultaneously (as indicated as a thick solid line), and the required To ~ 0.977 from 

(2.15). For systems that permit VGM = 0.25, the maximum number allowed to switch 

simultaneously becomes 8, which gives To ~ 0.986. 

Hence, the general design approach is first to decide the performance requirements 

for a fixed Vt, i.e. to select VGM and Tj from performance specifications, and then to 

obtained To numerically. For systems with identical performance specifications and 

the same Vt, equation (2.15) is used to determine one controlled parameter. For 

example, for pre-specified n, eL , and tn the parameter LG can be obtained from 

(2.15). The corresponding gain factor J( then can be calculated using (2.13) or 

(2.14). 

To illustrate, consider the special design with VGM ::; Vt = 0.2 and Tf = 0.8. 

Consider three design cases with typical CLs', state-of-the-art trs', typical VDDS', 
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and different numbers of allowable multiple-switching drivers. These cases show the 

generality of the design approach: 

case 1: VDD = 5 V, tr = 0.5 ns, CL = 20 pF, and n = 8, 

case 2: VDD = 5 V, tr = 1 ns, CL = 15 pF, and n = 32, and 

case 3: VDD = 3.3 V, tr = 0.5 ns, CL = 10 pF, and n = 16. 

Equation (2.15) then requires LG ~ 0.141 nH, and J( ::::: 41.378 mAjV2 according 

to (2.13) or (2.14) for case 1, LG ~ 0.2 nH and J( ::::: 14.258 mAjV2 for case 2, 

and LG ~ 0.141 nH and I( ~ 31.347 mAjV2 for case 3. Figure 2.5(b) shows the 

SPICE simulations, where TJ(0.8) = 0.76 and VGM = 0.205 for case 1 and case 3, 

and TJ(0.8) = 0.81 and VGM = 0.203 are observed. The proposed method results in 

reliable driver systems without performance degradation for all cases. 

2.4 Design Tradeoffs for Velocity Saturated, Short-Channel Drivers 

For modern submicron MOST devices, channel current usually saturates due to 

saturation of carrier velocity rather than channel pinch-off. A design constraint 

for velocity saturated, short-channel CMOS drivers therefore is needed for modern 

submicron MOST driver design. In this section a simple design constraint for velocity 

saturated, short-channel CMOS drivers is proposed. Two normalized performance 

parameters, namely a worst-case maximum SSN VGM and the 50% delay time TD,l/2, 

are provided to meet system specification. To simplify our study, only first-order 
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short-channel effects are considered. Designs use this simple design constraint then 

are simulated and examined by SPICE calculations based on MOS3 model. 

2.4.1 Tradeoffs between Circuit Characteristics and Ground Bounce Including Ve-

locity Saturation 

For n drivers switch simultaneously with an effective ground path inductance LG, 

ground bounce FG as a function of time for a ramped voltage input with 100% rise 

time tr and power-supply voltage VDD can be estimated by [45] 

VG(t)~nLG,8oVeVDD [1-exP(-2. t-tt )] 
2tr nLG /30 Ve 

(2.16) 

where tt == tr . VT/VDD, and VT is the threshold voltage of NMOST. Here, ,80 and Ve 

are the gain factor and the critical lateral voltage above which velocity saturation 

occurs respectively, which are defined as 

,8 - C f W o =/-ls oX-L 
eff 

T I _ VmaxLef f 
ve = 

/-ls 

with gate-oxide capacitance per unit area C~x = f.ox/tox, the maximum (saturated) 

carrier velocity Vmax , the effective channel length Leff, channel width W, gate oxide 

thickness tox, and the effective surface mobility /-ls. To simplify VG estimate, short-

cha.nnel effects on electrical channel length and threshold voltage are not considered 

in (2.16) either. 
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III (2.16), NMOSTs are assumed operating in the saturation region throughout 

the time during which the drivers switch, and zero current flow is assumed for Yin < 

VT, which therefore gives the worst-case maximum ground voltage VGM at t = i r • 

Equation (2.16) then becomes 

tRL [ ( tr-tt)] VGM = - 1-exp ---
tr tRL 

(2.17) 

where 

VGM == VGM jVDD 

For reliable operation, VGM has to be less than VT == VT jVDD which, typically, for an 

enhanced NMOST has value of 0.2 rv 0.25. Considering worst cases with VGM = VT, 

the exponential term in (2.17) gives e-3 ~ 5% for VT = 0.25 and e-4 ~ 2% for 

VT = 0.2. Therefore, as a first-order design constraint, VGM is approximately equal 

n LG(3o Va 
VGM = (2.18) 

Hence, for a pre-specified VGM, equation (2.18) provides a design constraint for the 

allowable maximum number of simultaneously-switched drivers (n), maximum op-

eration frequency (t r ), maximum driver size ((30), and maximum effective ground-

path parasitics (LG)' For example, if VGM = 0.2, for tr = 0.5 ns, LG = 1 nH, 

(30 = 20 mAjV2, and Va = 0.5 V, the maximum number of simultaneously-switched 

drivers n = 20. For designs with n > 20, a smaller driver size, a longer rise time, 
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and/or another package structure with smaller LG are needed to maintain reliable 

operation. 

2.4.2 Tradeoffs between Delay Time and Circuit Characteristics 

As shown in Figure 2.1(b), for an active driver with Va initially at high voltage 

level, its discharge profile follows 

1 it Vo(t) = VDD - -c iddt 
L te 

(2.19) 

assuming a ramped voltage is applied to gate terminal. Here all voltages are referred 

to true (hard, cache, PWB, etc.) ground. Because Vds,sat ::::: Vo which usually is small 

compared to Vds = Va - VG as the drain voltage Va is discharged from VDD to VDD /2, 

the switched NMOSTs operate in the velocity saturation region during the discharge. 

Therefore, id in (2.19) is the saturation current given by 

(2.20) 

where Vgs = 'Yin - VG is the gate to source bias. For simplicity, the electrical channel 

length modulation due to drain bias has been neglected in (2.20). 

To estimate the 50% delay time tD,1/2, i.e. from 50% of input signal to 50% of 

output signal, equation (2.19) becomes 

(2.21) 
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where to corresponds to the time when Vo reaches ~VDD' For a ramped input, Ids,sat 

in (2.21) is described separately by 

~,BoVe [t/tr . VDD - VG(t) - VT - Vel for t $ tr 

Ids,sat = (2.22) 

!,BoVe [VDD - VG(t) - VT - Vel for t ~ tr 

With VG given as (2.16) for t $ tr and VG obtained from [45] as 

TI' TI' e-(t-tr)/tRL 
YG = YGM' (2.23) 

for t ~ tr, equation (2.21) can be integrated to calculate to, i.e. 

or 

(2.24) 

where 5% accuracy results neglecting the exponential dependence of (2.23) for to ~ 

tr + 3tnL. In {2.24}, TD,l/2 == tD,l/2/tr, and Va == Ve/VDD. 

2.4.3 Design Tradeoffs for Pre-Specified SSN and Pre-Specified Gate Delay Time 

In general the exponential term in (2.10) approaches zero quickly. Therefore, 

VGM ~ tRL/t r as given by (2.18). To design driver for a pre-specified VGM and a 

pre-specified TD,l/2, we replace tnL/tr in (2.24) by VGM, which results in 
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Because two performance parameters are specified, two electrical parameters are de

termined by the performance constraints (2.18) and (2.25). For example, if we specify 

VGM and 1"D,1/2 in (2.25) for known CL and tr , then Po can be obtained by (2.25), 

which then gives n . LG from (2.18). In other words, for drivers designed to meet 

the delay time specified in (2.25), and a package with a known parasitic LG, the 

maximum number of allowable simultaneously switched drivers can be determined 

for that package structure using (2.18). 

2.4.4 Design Examples and Discussion 

Suppose the manufacture technology for our MOSTs gives LefJ = 0.5 /-Lm, tox = 

6 nm, and j.Ls = 600 em2/(V . s) for electrons. Here V max = 7 X 106 em/sis used, 

which gives Va ~ 0.583 V. 

Suppose we are to design a driver system to drive CL = 20 pF with VDD = 3.4 V, 

VT = 0.68 V, and tr = 0.5 ns. To have reliable operation, we set VGM = VT = 0.2. 

Assume that a gate delay tD.l/2 = 1.5· tr is needed to meet a prescribed speed 

specification. Then, according to (2.25), Po has to be approximately 99.2 mA/V2 or 

WN R::l 143.5 /-Lm. To allow n = 8 drivers to switch simultaneously, a package with 

LG :5 0.432 nH is required from (2.18). Such an LG can be found in packages using 

flip-chip technology. 

Figure 2.6(a) shows the SPICE MOS3 simulation results of circuits based on our 

design guidelines. Compared to our design goals, 7% less VGM and 10% less 1"D,1/2 
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are observed. Figure 2.6{a) also shows a small oscillation prior to device turn-on as 

discussed in section 2.2. 

Now, suppose a multilayer chip carrier with flip-chip technology is available that 

provides LG = 0.1257 nH. If we are to design for a worst-case where n = 32 drivers 

switch simultaneously with VGM = 0.2 and TD,1/2 = 1.4, the corresponding channel 

width using (2.25) is 98.5 pm for CL = 10 pF and tr = 0.4 ns. As indicated in 

Figure 2.6{b), the SPICE MOS3 simulations of circuits based on our design guidelines 

gives a performance with 7% smaller VGM and 9.7% faster TD,1/2 compared to our 

design goals. 

To address the effect of channel-length modulation upon circuit performance, Fig

ure 2.7 shows SPICE simulations with and without channel-length modulation. Here, 

Nsub = 4 X 1016cm-3 and K, = 0.08 are assumed for the drivers with channel-length 

modulation, which gives a 10% to 20% current variation for the MOST in saturation. 

Because this current variation leads to a larger current for the driver with channel

length modulation, a larger VGM and a shorter delay tD,1/2 are expected. For the 

example shown in Figure 2.7, a 2 % reduction in delay time and a 9% increase in 

VGM are found compared to the ca.se neglecting channel-length modulation. This ex

ample suggests that channel-length modulation can be neglected within the accuracy 

expected from a simple design estimate. 
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2.5 Impact of On-Quiet Drivers on Simultaneous Switching Noise 

The effect of on-quiet drivers on ground noise is examined in this section. It is 

shown that for high-speed multiple-driver switching systems, ground noise builds up 

approximately linearly during early stage of switching for long-channel devices. As 

shown in Figure 2.8, once the voltage between ground bus and the output node of on

quiet driver reaches ~ O.7V, a substantial discharging current then flows through the 

parasitic substrate/drain junction of the on-quiet MOST, which may reduce current 

slew rate and thus ground bounce significantly. The maximum output voltage of the 

on-quiet drivers then is clamped at O.6V '" O.8V lower than the maximum ground 

bounce value. 

2.6 Conclusion and New Challenges 

Ground bounce caused by AC voltage coupling between gate and bulk is studied 

first for device operated in subthreshold region. It was shown that for ramped input, 

such a subthreshold ground bounce usually has a smaller magnitude and shorter 

duration than that caused by turn-on devices. However, for other input waveform, 

such as an exponential waveform, the exponential reduction of input voltage slew 

rate reduces ground bounce magnitude caused by turn-on devices, which may signify 

the subthreshold ground bounce. 
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For a ramped input, a design constraint (2.15) for a pre-specified worst-case si

multaneous switching noise VGM and a pre-specified ts has been proposed for long

channel devices. Using the design constraint and SPICE simulations of Figure 2.5(a), 

Ts, T" and VGM are related for any system with the same Vt. For Tf = Tr = 0.8 and 

VGM ~ Vt = 0.2, a simplified constraint is obtained relating the number of switched 

drivers, load capacitance, input rise time, and ground-bus parasitic inductance. Sev

eral examples with typical circuit characteristics, loads, and ground-bus parasitics 

simulated by SPICE agree with the proposed design constraint. 

For velocity-saturated, short-channel CMOS devices, a design constraint (2.25) for 

a pre-specified worst-case simultaneous switching noise VGM and a pre-specified 50% 

gate delay time TD,l/2 has been proposed for the last stage of CMOS driver. A second 

constraint (2.12) has been proposed relating the maximum number of simultaneously 

switched drivers to the driver (30' Using these proposed design constraints, the number 

of simultaneously-switched drivers, the load capacitance, input rise time, driver size, 

and the power-supply parasitic inductance are related to specified delay and ground 

bounce requirements. Several examples with typical circuit characteristics, loads, 

and packaging parasitics simulated using the SPICE MOS3 model have been shown 

to agree with the proposed design constraints within engineering accuracy. 

For cases with on-quiet drivers, the output voltage of the quiet drivers is clamped 

at a diode drop lower than the ground bounce. This effect becomes more important 

for higher operation frequencies. 
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There are several challenges to design driver with controlled ground bounce. First, 

as indicated earlier, ground bounce strongly depends on input signal waveform. In 

general, off-chip drivers need several stages to efficiently drive an off-chip load. For full 

voltage-swing switching as discussed here, the pre-stage circuits (i.e. circuits drive the 

last-stage NMOST or PMOST) of a driver have to provide a ramped voltage output 

to the gate 01 the last-stage transistor. That is, 

In other words, a constant current source/sink is needed to charge/discharge the 

input capacitance of last stage if C9 is fixed. In reality, C9 varies as bias changes, and 

Miller effect [46] further complicates design for high frequency operation. Pre-stage 

circuit design for a CMOS off-chip driver, definitely, needs more attention than only 

providing tr and Yin if a more accurate control is needed. 

Second, to use a un-regulated current from the last-stage driver to charge/ discharge 

off-chip loads, which usually gives maximum switching speed and large ground bounce, 

the last stage device size has to be well implemented. Unfortunately, any process-

ing technology exhibits processing tolerance, which usually ranges from 10% (such 

as substrate doping) to 50% (such as channel length modulation)[47]. A statistical 

approach thus is needed for practical design. Designs for drivers working in regions 

where temperature may vary significantly with time also need new guidelines to com-

pensate performance degradation due to device heating. 
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Third, for second harmonic and/or third harmonic larger than several gigahertz, 

ground bounce estimate using the lumped effective inductance model may result in 

significant error. A distributed power-supply trace model is needed. However, for a 

complicated packaging structure, such a distributed model may not be obtained easily 

due to contributions from multiple layers and I/O switching pattern sensitivity. 

Finally, as integration level increases to upgrade performance, noise issues formerly 

pertinent to off-chip circuits become relevant on-chip. Ground bounce for more than 

2,000 on-chip switched drivers may cause effects/damages similar to those for off-chip 

circuits. Design for on-chip circuits may benefit from experience in packaging noise 

control for tomorrow's high performance systems. 
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Figure 2.4: SPICE simulations of design examples for (a) VDD = 5 V, Vt = 1 V, 
La = 2.5 nH, CL = 15 pF, and tr = 1 ns. case 1: 7"8 = 0.95 and VaM = 0.2 give 
n = 2 with J( = 19.83 mA/V2. case 2: n = 8 and La = 0.625 nH. (b) VDD = 3.3 V, 
Vt = 0.66 V, La = 0.11 nH, tr = 0.5 ns, n = 32, CL = 5 pF, with Ts = 0.95, 
VaM = 0.2 and J( = 20.04 mA/V2. 
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Figure 2.5: (a) VGM vs. Tf from SPICE simulations. (b) three design examples for 
Vt = 0.2, VGM $ Vt = 0.2, and TJ = 0.8. Here for case 1: tr = 0.5 ns, VDD = 5 V, 
CL = 20 pF, n = 8, LG ~ 0.141 nH, and ]( = 41.378 mA/V2; for case 2: tr = 1 ns, 
VDD = 5 V, CL = 15 pF, n = 32, LG ~ 0.2 nH, and ]( = 14.258 mA/V2; and 
for case 3: tr = 0.5 ns, VDD = 3.3 V, CL = 10 pF, n = 16, LG :::::: 0.141 nH, and 
]( = 31.347 mA/V2. Waveforms of case 1 and caRe 3 are overlapped. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of design goals with SPICE simulation results for (a) design 
of VaM = 0.2 and TD,1/2 = 1.5. Here 8 drivers are simultaneously switched with 
VDD = 3.4 V, VT = 0.68 V, tr = 0.5 ns, LeJ! = 0.5/.lm, WN = 143.5 pm, tox = 6 nm, 
ps{electron) = 600cm2 /{V .s), Vmax = 7 x 106 cm/s, La = 0.432 nH, and CL = 20 pF, 
(b) design of VaM = 0.2 and TV,1/2 = 1.4. Here 32 drivers are switched simultaneously 
with La = 0.1257 nH, CL = 10 pF, tr = 0.4 ns, and WN = 98.5 pm. Other device 
parameters are the same as (a). The dashed lines in bot.h figures represent the design 
goals, while a small cross indicates when Vo = ~ VDD. 
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of design goals with SPICE simulation results with or without 
channel-length modulation. Here circuit with channel-length reduction gives a 10% to 
20% higher saturation current by setting Nsub = 4 X 1016 cm-3 and", = 0.08 in MOS3 
model. The dashed lines shows the design goals, and small crosses indicate when Va = 
~ VDD for circuits with channel-length modulation (labeled as 2) or without channel
length modulation (labeled as 1). The circuit characteristics without channel-length 
modulation are exactly the same as the case shown in Figure 2(b). 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of parasitic current path for on-quiet drivers. 



CHAPTER 3 

Crosstalk Estimate for MOS-Terminated RLC 

Interconnections 

"The strange thing about physics is that for the fundamental laws 

we still need mathematics." 

-Feynman [48] 

3.1 Introduction 
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In the packaging of today's very large scale integrated circuits, crosstalk between 

inteconnections is one of the factors limiting the line density. For reliable system op

eration, design must control crosstalk at an acceptable level, which requires accurate 

crosstalk estimates. Analytical expressions for several different terminations under 

certain approximations were reported in Ref [49]- Ref [55]. 

It is known for cases with matched terminations in a homogeneous medium that 

far-end crosstalk vanishes. Because the capacitive nature of CMOS receivers implies 

frequency-dependent capacitive loads, and lossy lines imply frequency-dependent 

characteristic line impedance, matching of line to load becomes difficult. Due to 

un-matched terminations, the far-end crosstalk from the backward reflected compo

nent can be significant even in a homogeneous medium. 
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In this chapter, expressions for far-end crosstalk of a lossy, two-line system with 

CMOS driver and receiver are derived. To simplify our discussion, as shown in 

Figure 3.3, we model the CMOS driver as an effective driver impedance RD, and 

the CMOS receiver as an effective receiver capacitance CL. For small capacitive 

loads and a homogeneous dielectric, a simple expression for the far-end crosstalk 

can be found easily by treating capacitive loads as an open end and considering the 

near-end termination by voltage divider [61]. Its range of validity is shown here to 

be limited by a bound on the value for the load capacitance. For cases with loads 

outside this range, approximate expressions are given. It will be shown that the two 

approximate crosstalk expressions, namely the low-frequency approximation and the 

high-frequency or low-loss approximation, can serve as upper and lower bounds useful 

for crosstalk estimates. 

To start our discussion of crosstalk, we first review some simple crosstalk estimates. 

3.2 Crosstalk Noise for Two Coupled Lossless Lines with Resistance Termination 

When a conductor being excited by external sources, the electric and magnetic filed 

created by this excited conductor distributes in space. Dependent upon the real space 

relative position and geometry, electromagnetic (EM) energy may be coupled to the 

adjacent structures (objects) through surrounding material. This energy coupling on 

the quiet objects then induces EM field, which tends to counter balance surrounding 

changes. 
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To estimate this induced EM field or equivalent VI (voltage-and-current) field, 

relative position, geometry, and the surrounded material, therefore, are obvious dom-

inant factors. Besides, the induced VI field tends to balance surrounding changes, 

which results in time dependence of the induced VI field on the excited field variation. 

Such an estimate could be obtained by solving Maxwell's equations directly. Another 

approach to estimate crosstalk is to use coupled parasitic electrical parameters which 

are defined and obtained by solving simplified Maxwell's equations. Based on the 

linear property of space (material), superposition principle then is used to calculate 

the coupled field for a specified excitation (source). For simplicity, we shall adopt the 

parasitic-parameter approach throughout this chapter. 

Consider a two-line system as shown in Fig. 3.1, where line impedance is denoted 

as Zc, and the coupling capacitance per unit length and the coupling inductance per 

unit length between these two lines are represented by Co and Lo respectively 1 If 

ZL = Zc = Zs, Vinc(t) = !Vin(t), and no reflection occurs at both near end and far 

end. As stated earlier, for linear surrounding material, crosstalk noise should only 

depend upon Vinc(t) or its derivative. At the near end, the backward noise Vne(t) 

generates as soon as the incident wave propagated along active line, and lasts till 

2tpd, which can be expressed as 

(3.1) 

1 Assume weakly-coupled lines. If coupling is strong, characteristic impedance only may be 
defined as mode impedance, which for a two-line case results in even-mode characteristic impedance 
and odd-mode characteristic impedance. 
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where J(b is the backward coupling factor given as 

J(b = ! (-CC + Le) 
4 G L 

(3.2) 

Please notice that Ce is a negative value for short-circuit capacit~nce definition. 

For the far-end noise, because no reflection from near end has been assumed, the 

forward noise generates along the incident wave on the active line, which results in 

d~ncl dt dependence, i.e. 

V, (t) = J( t d~nc(t - tpd) 
Je J pd dt (3.3) 

where 

(3.4) 

and becomes zero if -CalC == Cc = Lei L == Ie. Therefore, if a two-line system 

support TEM (Transverse ElectroMagnetic) mode propagation, the forward noise 

from capacitive coupling and from inductive coupling cancels each other. 

3.3 Fast-Switching Cases 

Now, let's consider two coupled lines in a homogeneous material without matched 

termination. Unless the receiver is connected at the near end of the quiet line (for 

our case, receivers are connected at the far ends), the effect of the near-end crosstalk 

on the driver is less important than the possibility of false switching of the receiver. 

Therefore, we will concentrate on the far-end crosstalk only. 
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Figure 3.1: Two transmission lines with one driven source. Both lines are terminated 
by ZL at the far end and by Zs at the near end. 

As described earlier, for structures with a homogeneous material, forward crosstalk 

becomes zero. Nonetheless, we now show that there will be non-zero far-end crosstalk 

in the system in the case of a non-matching resistive driver and/or capacitive receiver. 

To modify these expressions to fit a non-matching driver resistance RD, voltage 

dividers have to be introduced. For example, the voltage entering the driven line Vine 

is related to the input voltage from the driver, VD by 

(3.5) 

where RD is the driver resistance. 

For the following discussion, let r1;g represent the voltage reflection coefficients 

at the load and driver (subscripts L, D) of the active and quiet (superscripts A, Q) 

lines. As the input signal travels down the active line in the interval 0 :5 t :5 tpd, 

backward noise is generated on the quiet line (amplitude Ce Vine, where Ce = normalized 
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coupling capacitance). This backward noise on the quiet line is reflected at the non-

matching inactive driver (introducing a factor rg), and begins to arrive at the load 

end (attenuated by a factor e--rl due to line loss) at t = tpd' This reflected backward 

noise continues to arrive throughout the time interval tpd ~ t ~ 3tpd. This crosstalk 

component introduces a load-end voltage on the quiet line of 

(3.6) 

The factor (1 + r2) arises in the same way as in (5.3). At t = tpd, the signal 

on the active line is reflected at the load (introducing a factor e--rlrt) and, as it 

travels toward the active driver, it induces a backward crosstalk on the quiet line 

that continues to arrive at the load on the quiet line for times tpd ~ t ~ 3tpd, 

resulting in a voltage at the receiver VQL that is given by 

1 ( Q lAZe 
VQL = '2 1 + rd· e--r . r L • Cc' Zc + RD VD (3.7) 

Therefore, for identical lines and terminations, combining (3.6) and (3.7) results in 

the "far-end" crosstalk on the quiet line 

where Ie is approximated as ~ + jwtpd for low-loss or high-frequency cases. In order 

to simplify Zc as Zo, ~ ~ wtpd is also assumed. 
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For a step input, the time response of the system can be written as the inverse 

Laplace transform of (3.8), i.e. 

(3.9) 

For cases with CL « t/tpd - 1, the crosstalk will reach a maximum value before the 

end of the interval tpd ~ t ~ 3tpd that can be estimated by setting the exponential 

terms of (3.9) to zero. The maximum crosstalk, according to (3.9) is then 

(3.10) 

provided (setting t = 3tpd) 

CL« 2 and rl/2 « wtpd « l/cL (3.11) 

is satisfied. For a maximum 10% error in the crosstalk estimate using (3.10), equa-

tion (3.9) shows that CL has to be less than 0.42 for TD = 1. For smaller TD, the 

10%-error tolerance requires a smaller CL, for instance, if rD = 0.5, CL :5 0.38. Equa-

tion (3.10) can also be used for more accurate estimate, for example, if only 1 % error 

is allowed, for 7'D = 1 the maximum CL = 0.27. For cases with 2 « CL (3.9) becomes 

(3.12) 

For these cases the maximum crosstalk always happens after 3tpd. Then the crosstalk 

value given by (3.10) cannot be used. 

Figure 3.2(a) shows calculated results from (3.10) as a function of TD with several 

different cc's. The corresponding SPICE simulations are also presented as scattered 
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points. It is clear that for Cc < 0.5, equation (3.10) estimates crosstalk fairly accu-

rately providing (3.11) is satisfied. Although (3.10) is independent of CL, as shown in 

Figure 3.2(b), a significant error (about 30% for our example) could easily result if 

(3.11) is not true. As CL increases, the time corresponding to the maximum crosstalk 

in tpd :5 t :5 3tpd (denoted as tM in Figure 3.2(b)) increases too. Figure 3.2(b) shows 

that tM > 3tpd for CL ~ 0.32 • However, an increase in CL also reduces the far-end 

crosstalk, so our design in this ca.>e is simply too conservative for a certain maximum 

crosstalk. For Cc > 0.5, the nonlinear dependence on Cc becomes important, which 

results in larger discrepancies between SPICE simulations and values from (3.10). 

Please notice that (3.10) does not include any effect of line loss, ri. Expression for 

crosstalk with rl can be found analytically under the assumption of small rl or high 

operation frequency [73]. A lumped approximation for the transfer function with 

large CL also results in a closed-form expression for the far-end crosstalk regardless 

the Cc value [73]. 

Equation (3.10) was derived for cases where the maximum crosstalk occurs in the 

time interval tpd :5 t :5 3tpd, where tpd == tv LC is the propagation delay time for 

a single, loss less line. A comparison with SPICE calculations shown in Figure 3.4 

indicates that (3.10) provides a good estimate for small capacitive loads. Although 

a voltage spike occurs immediately after 3tpd with a larger voltage value (this spike 

2 A very narrow spike of higher crosstalk does occur in 3tpd ::; t ::; 5tpd for CL < 0.3, but its width 
is insufficient to cause receiver upset for normal receiver response times. 
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comes from the superposition of the reflected signal from the near-end of the quiet 

line), for small CL va.lues this voltage spike is too short to trigger receiver switching. 

For systems wit.h la.rge load capacitance, the charge time of the capacitive load 

extends beyond 3tpd (i.e. the output rise time tR > 2tpd), which reduces the ma.gnitude 

of the coupling noise in the time interval tpd ~ t ~ 3tpd. The same mechanism also 

reduces the voltage spike at t > 3tpd' However, the time duration of this voltage 

spike increases, and will approach the switching time of the receiver for large enough 

loads. This broadened voltage spike then may result in false switching. For values of 

CL this large, the voltage spike near t = 3tpd becomes the dominant noise component 

and (3.10) becomes inaccurate for evaluation of the maximum crosstalk. 

The maximum load capacitance for validity of (3.10) can be obtained by consid

ering the modified Elmore delay time [62] T, which relates the 63.2% delay time to 

the propagation delay time as 

Tjtp' = R [G + CL) rl + (1 +c<)rv ] (3.13) 

with definition of CL as CL/(fC) and rl as R1/Zo. 

For the maximum crosstalk to occur in the time interval of tpd ~ t ~ 3tpd, the 

load capacitance has to be charged up to, for instance, 90% of its maximum value 

before 3tpd, which can be estimated using (3.13) as 
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The condition 70.9 :5 3tpd then can be re-expressed as a condition on the load capac-

itance, namely 

CL :5 1 (1.3. VI - c~ - ~rl - rD) • 
rl + rD 2 

(3.14) 

Based upon (3.14), the maximum crosstalk estimate using (3.10) is accurate only 

for cases with CL :5 0.35 based on the parameters used in Figure 3.4, which agrees 

with the SPICE simulation shown in Figure 3.4. 

As indicated in Ref [62], delay time estimates based on the modified Elmore de-

lay time are inaccurate for cases with parameters resulting in ringing. Therefore, 

equation (3.14) is valid only when the far-end response is over-damped, critically-

damped, or nearly critically-damped. This requirement for adequate damping intro-

duces a minimum rD when (3.14) is used to find maximum q. Such a minimum rD 

calculation can be found in Ref [64], where a 4% overshoot (ringing) was assumed. 

Using SPICE simulations, we have examined (3.10) and (3.14) for cases with 

Cc :5 0.51 and rl :5 0.5. As long as rD is large enough to avoid serious ringing, 

equation (3.14) gives a good estimate of the maximum load capacitance, below which 

(3.10) provides 10% accuracy in evaluating maximum crosstalk. 

3.4 Slow-Switching Cases 

For cases with parameters that do not satisfy (3.14), equation (3.10) still can be 

used for a worst-case estimate. For these cases, however, designs based on (3.10) over-

estimate crosstalk and may result in wasted layout area. In this section we present two 
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Figure 3.2: (a) The maximum crosstalk comparison between calculations by (25) 
(curves) and by SPICE (points) for different TD'S with Cc = 0.207, Cc = 0.292, Cc = 
0.403, Cc = 0.506, and Cc = 0.749. (b) the maximum far-end crosstalk for different 
eL's with rD = 0.6, Cc = 0.207, and rl = 0.1. The tM is defined as the time which 
gives the maximum crosstalk in the interval tpd ::; t ::; 3tpd. 
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analytical crosstalk estimates based on different approximations, namely the high-

frequency or low-loss approximation and the low-frequency approximation. Due to 

the band-pass nature of the crosstalk, it will be shown that these two approximations 

can serve as upper and lower bounds for crosstalk estimates. 

3.4.1 Low-Loss or High-Frequency Approximation for Crosstalk 

For low-loss lines or high frequencies, a crosstalk expression can be obtained for 

two lines by simplifying the frequency-dependence of the propagation constant and 

line impedance. To simplify mathematics, we first define mode-parameters as follows: 

Z - JL±Le 
Oe - G±Ge 

rD± = RD/ZOe 

Z JL-Le 
00 = G-Ge 

rD- = RD/Zoo 

Since the expressions for odd mode can be obtained simply by replacing the even-

mode parameters with the corresponding odd-mode parameters, we will mainly give 

the analysis for even mode only in the following discussion. 
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For the low-loss or high-frequency driven lines, the product of propagation con-

stant and line length, ,+£, can be approximated as 

To the same order in r +l/wtp+ we also approximate Z+ as 

The far-end transfer function of the even mode H+(w) then can be approximated 

as 

with a == -t _1_, b == 2Tt±1 , ba == -l+b ,bs == -1 _b -, s == jl.4" and tnn == (2n + l)tn+' p±'CL± P± TD± -TD± r r 

The even-mode response Ve(t) at the far end for a step input Yin at time t can then 

be expressed as the integral of the response to a 8-function even-mode input signal 

in time, namely 

V. (t)/\1; = 2a ~ (1 - rD+)n e-(2n+l)!:f 
e an ~ (1 + )n+l 

n=O rD+ 
n (1)2(b b )n-i(2 )n-i n-i ( ,),()k . L ( - )2n-i-i n. a - saL n - z , -

i,i=O [(n - i)!(n - j)!)2i!j! k=O (n - i - k)!k! 

. {e-ba(t-tpn)(t - tpnt-i-kSn+k_i(a + b - ba, t - tpn ) 

[ 
(n+k-j)! 

+b Sn-i-dba, t - t pn ) (a + b _ ba)n+k-j+l 

n+k-i n~-::~(n + k - j - p) l} - t; (a -I- b _ ba)l+l S2n-i-i-l(a -I- b, t - tpn ) (3.15) 
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where 

j if t > to 

j otherwise 

By changing the parameters to odd-mode parameters, Vo(t) for an unit-step input 

can also be obtained, and the crosstalk can be expressed as 

(3.16) 

The expression (3.16) with (3.15) will be shown to be an upper bound on the 

crosstalk. In general, for fast system response, equation (3.15) requires only very few 

reflections n to estimate the maximum crosstalk. 

3.4.2 Low-Frequency Approximation for Crosstalk 

To obtain the far-end crosstalk expression for low-frequency approximation in the 

time domain, we use the inverse Laplace transform of the low-frequency approxima-

tion of transfer function [64] and introduce the notation 

The time domain response at the far end of the quiet line can then be obtained, i.e. 

where 
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The expression (3.17) will be shown to be a lower bound on the crosstalk. 

3.4.3 Comparison with SPICE Calculation 

Figure 3.5 shows that estimate of the maximum crosstalk based on (3.10) is in-

accurate for cases where the maximum crosstalk happens at times t > 3tpd' On the 

other hand, the two approximations given in this section provide a better crosstalk 

evaluation for cases where the parameters do not satisfy (3.14). Moreover, com-

parison between the SPICE simulation, the low-frequency approximate result, and 

the low-loss approximate result indicates that the two approximations (3.16) and 

(3.17) can serve as upper and lower bounds for more general designs. SPICE simu-

lations with parameters within 0.1 :::; CL :5 2, 0.21 :5 Cc :5 0.75, 0.1 :5 rl :5 1, and 

0.5 :5 rD :5 1 show that (3.16) and (3.17) do provide upper and lower bounds for 

maximum crosstalk estimates. 

3.5 Conclusion and Ponderosity 

The load limitation on a simple analytical form [(3.10)] to evaluate the far-end 

crosstalk based on a simple RC model for CMOS-based driver and receiver has been 
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Figure 3.3: Two transmission lines with one driven source. The simplified RC model 
for driver and receiver, and RLC model for transmission line are assumed. 

presented. The simple expression (3.10) allows the maximum crosstalk to be calcu-

lated easily in the early design stage. However, it has been shown for loads larger than 

the values obtained by (3.14), this evaluation increasingly becomes an over-estimate. 

For cases with loads too large to satisfy the above load criterion, two approxi-

mate crosstalk expressions were derived. It has been shown that these approximate 

crosstalk expressions provide upper and lower bounds upon results obtained from 

SPICE simulations for a wide range of load capacitance, driver impedance, and line 

parameters, including lossy lines. Their validity may be even more general than the 

range of parameters we have explored in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.4: SPICE II-section simulation results: Far-end response for different CL'S 

with rD = 0.86, rl = 0.1, and Cc = 0.29. The horizontal dashed line at 14.4% 
maximum crosstalk corresponds to (1). According to (4), the maximum crosstalk 
evaluation by (1) is valid for CL :5 0.35. 
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Figure 3.5: Crosstalk comparison between the simple approach (1), the low-loss ap
proximation (19), the low-frequency approximation (22), and SPICE simulation with 
(a) rl = 0.5, CL = 0.1, Cc = 0.29, and rD = 0.72, and (b) rl = 0.1, CL = 2, Cc = 0.29, 
and rD = 0.66. Approximated results are shown in dash lines while the SPICE results 
are in solid lines. 



CHAPTER 4 

Ringing Control for Fast Response 

"The third way to tell whether our ideas are right is relatively crude but 

probabl~ the most powerful of them all. That is by rough approximation." 

-Feynman, Leighton, and Sands [65] 

4.1 Introduction 
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For today's high-speed microelectronics, the overall operating frequency of sys

tems involving integrated circuits (Ie's) is partly determined by the interconnections 

between chips. To obtain fast performance, the combination of lines, receivers, and 

drivers must be designed together. That is, trade-oft's between the lines, drivers, and 

receivers have to be introduced in order to upgrade the system performance. 

4.1.1 Tradeoft's for A Single Line 

As operating frequencies increase, the package interconnections cannot be mod

eled accurately using lumped circuits. To describe this high-frequency behavior, a 

distributed or transmission line has to replace the lumped model. A transmission 

line model introduces the possibility of reflections at the terminations, and these 

reflections are generated by the departure of the termination impedances from the 
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line characteristic impedance Zc 1 • In thin-film packages, because of smaller dimen-

sions, the line resistance increases, making the lines lossy. For such lossy lines, Zc 

becomes frequency-dependent, and matching of terminations for digital signals can 

be only approximate. In fact, capacitive load terminations often are used without any 

attempt at impedance matching because CMOS receivers are inherently capacitive, 

and adding any additional termination resistance contributes to power loss and signal 

attenuation. In addition, for the realistic case of multiple lines, matched termina-

tions are complicated, requiring inter-line termination networks [66]. This complexity 

makes an unmatched design even more attractive for multiple lines than for a single 

line. 

Since typical terminations do not match the frequency-dependent characteristic 

impedance of lossy lines, the propagating signal bounces back and forth along the 

transmission line until the signal power is dissipated or shunted. The addition of 

these multiple reflections between terminations causes far-end voltage ringing, which 

risk switching the receiver to a false logic state. This ringing increases for faster 

signal rise times. 

SPICE2 simulation results that illustrate the design trade-offs for a single lossy 

line are shown in Figure 4.1. With a low driver resistance, RD = O.5Zo, a short 

delay time of 1.48tp (tp= propagation time for lossless line) occurs, but undershoot 

1 Zc is defined here as y(R + jwL)/ jwG for a single lossy line. For convenience, later we introduce 
Zo == yL/G as the characteristic impedance of loss less line. 

2For SPICE simulation, the lines are partitioned as II sections. 
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results. For a large RD = Zo {matched termination} the delay is 2.54t p, longer than 

desirable. (For a matched driver the delay is seen to be longer for a lossy line than 

that for a loss less line.) A compromise solution is RD = O.S5Zo which provides faster 

response, 2.0tp , than RD = Zo, and less undershoot than RD = O.5Zo. This example 

shows that to reduce the delay time for a lossy line, an unmatched driver resistance 

RD < Zo has to be used. However, if the driver resistance is too small, as for the 

case of RD = O.5Zo in our example, the undershoot might cause false switching. The 

90% delay times are also shown in Figure 4.1 to illustrate that the limited overshoot 

delay time T = 2.0tp is a compromise between the fast response time T = 1.4Stp with 

pronounced overshoot and the slow response time T = 2.54tp of the zero overshoot 

case. 

Figure 4.1 also shows that, if overshoot is reduced, so is undershoot. Thus, false 

switching can be avoided by keeping the overshoot small. Based on an overshoot con

trol condition of "no peak" in the system transfer function in the frequency domain, 

Brews [67] formulated the trade-offs between electrical parameters for a single lossy 

line. The trade-offs suggested by Brews for a single line give overshoot-controlled 

parameters that reduce the delay time with only 4% overshoot, as shown for the case 

of RD = 0.85Zo in our example. 
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In practice, circuits with an overshoot less than 20% may be acceptable. For 

a large overshoot, however, the mathematical analysis is complicated, and a trial

and-error or numerical calculation is required. Therefore, a conservative overshoot 

criterion is used here to avoid a complicated design. 

4.1.2 Coupled Lines and Modes 

Due to the advance of processing technology, higher-circuit density and smaller 

line spacing is expected for the future IC industry. This higher packing density results 

in coupling between adjacent lines that has to be considered in designing the package. 

This coupling affects the trade-off between the voltage ringing and the switching time, 

requiring modification of an isolated, single-line design. 

It will be shown below that design of a multiple-line system can be approached in 

terms of design for different modes of propagation. Each propagation mode (eigen

mode) requires a special excitation such that certain coupled effects between lines 

are included, or decoupled, and each mode can be treated as uncoupled from the 

others [66, 68]. 

For a single-mode excitation, the trade-off between the voltage ringing and the 

switching time can be obtained by using t.he single-line trade-off condition proposed 

by Brews [67]. Different driver resistances have to be used to control overshoot for 

each separate mode. Hence, each mode of a multiple-line system results in its own 
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trade-off equation in terms of electrical parameters. The trade-off for each mode 

results in a parametric relation for that mode only. 

For a two-line systcm, thc characteristic impedance of the even mode is larger 

than the characteristic impedance of the odd mode. For the choice of parameters 

shown in Figure 4.2, a design based upon the overshoot-controlled parameters for the 

even mode overdamps the response of the odd excitation, while a design based upon 

the overshoot-controlled parameters for the odd mode underdamps the response of 

the even excitation. On the other hand, for a large load and a small line loss, a 

design based on the overshoot-controlled parameters for the even mode underdamps 

the response of the odd excitation, while a design based on the odd mode overdamps 

the even mode. As a compromise, for a mixed-mode excitation we must design the 

system to allow some overshoot of one mode and some overdamping of the other. In 

other words, to control the overshoot for a mixed-mode excitation, the design should 

use values between the even-mode and odd-mode overshoot-controlled values. 

4.1.3 Multiple-Mode Excitations 

If the excitation of a multiple-line system is not a single-mode excitation, several 

modes are generated. The weighting of the component modes depends upon the 

specific combination of multiple-line excitations. For the two-line problem, a super

position of the even and odd modes occurs for the case of one driven and one quiet 
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line. The desired overshoot-controlled parameters for this mixed mode, therefore, 

will not be the same as the parameters for any individual mode. 

To find the design parameters that achieve rapid response without excessive ring

ing, one possible design method is a trial and error approach based upon SPICE 

simulations. For example, a SPICE simulation might be used to check an initial 

guessed design. However, for strong coupling, several trials might be needed to find 

an acceptable driver resistance for controlled overshoot, a tedious approach. A rapid 

design procedure needs a systematic method for combining the design of both modes 

to avoid unnecessary SPICE simulations. In this paper, an average-transfer-function 

approach is introduced to meet this goal. 

In the following sections, first a parametric relationship is given for two weakly 

coupled lines based on the trade-off proposed by Brews. Next, the stronger coupling 

problem is dealt with by introducing the proposed average-transfer-function method. 

Examples are presented and design curves for one driven and one quiet line are given 

in terms of dimensionless parameters. Conclusions are discussed, and future work is 

outlined. 

4.2 The Design Algorithm 

The design is based upon using a simplified RC model for the CMOS driver and 

receiver, and an RLC3 model for the interconnections [21]. Within these constraints, 

3Dielectric loss is assumed negligible. 
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Brews' analysis [67] shows that the design can be based on a low-frequency approx

imation and a "no peak" condition in the frequency domain. This approach results 

in a second-order Butterworth filter as the transfer function. A simple quadratic 

equation then expresses the relation between the electrical parameters necessary to 

achieve overshoot control for a single mode in the time domain. 

In practice, for the case of many lines in which some are driven and some are quiet, 

multiple modes usually are propagated. For example, for two lines, with one driven 

and one quiet line, a superposition of the even and odd modes is excited. If coupling 

is weak, then the mixed-mode transfer function can be treated in a low-frequency ap

proximation in the way described by Brews [67]. This approach results in a quadratic 

equation relating line, load and driver parameters. For strong coupling, however, the 

tradeoff based on a single-mode, low-frequency approximation is no longer adequate. 

Higher-order poles of the transfer function due to coupled, underdamped modes may 

contribute significantly to the leading edge of the time-domain response and com

plicate the design picture. Moreover, strong coupling widens the range of values of 

the characteristic mode impedances, causing a more seriously underdamped behavior 

for some modes. Therefore, the quadratic equation does not work well if modes are 

strongly coupled. 
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Although a more detailed discussion follows, a short outline of the design procedure 

proposed to deal with strong coupling may be helpful. First, a mixed mode is decom

posed int.o a linear combination of even and odd modes. Using the "no peak" con

dition for the even and the odd mode individually, electrical parameter relationships 

are obtained for each separate mode excitation. To obtain the overshoot-controlled 

parameters for a mixed mode, a synthetic transfer function then is generated. This 

synthetic transfer function is a combination of the optimized transfer functions for 

the individual modes, and contains parameters selected for overshoot control of the 

individual modes. Each of these modal transfer functions is then weighted according 

to the specific multiple-mode excitation. For example, for two lines with one driven 

and one quiet, the synthetic transfer function is expressed as the average of the even

mode transfer function (with the even-mode overshoot-controlled parameters) and 

the odd-mode transfer function (with the odd-mode overshoot-controlled parame

ters). The deviation of the true mixed-mode transfer function from this synthetic 

transfer function is calculated. The overshoot-controlled design for the mixed-mode 

excitation is then obtained for those values of the trial parameters that yield the 

smallest deviation of the true transfer function from the synthetic one. 

In the next subsection we describe in detail how the optimization for weak coupling 

is performed. Then the application of the proposed average-transfer-funct.ion method 

to strongly coupled mixed modes is discussed. 
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4.2.1 The Low-Frequency Approximation with the No-Peak Condition 

Figure 4.3 illustrates a two-line system. The transfer function expressing the 

ratio Vout{w)/Vin{w) at the far end of the driven line with a unit step-input voltage, 

a resistive driver Rn, and a capacitive load CL , for two identical RLC modeled 

transmission lines is 

(4.1) 

where the transfer functions for the even (+) and odd (-) modes individually are: 

and where 

- Z+(ZL + Rn) coshh'+f) + (Z~ + RnZL) sinhh'+f) 
Z_ZL 

1+ = {[R + jw(L + Lc)]jw(C + Cc)}1/2 

1- = {[R + jw(L - Lc)]jw(C - Cc)}1/2 

Z+ = [R + jw(L + LC)p/2 
jw(C + Cc) 

Z_ [R + jw(L - Lc)p/2 
jw(C - Cc) 

ZL 
1 

= jwCL 

Here H+ is the even-mode transfer function, and H_ is that for the odd mode, R 

is the line resistance, C is the line capacitance4 , Cc is the coupling capacitance, 

4The capacitances used here and obtained by the UAMOM [26] are short-circuit capacitances [69], 
which have to be converted into branch capacitances before the circuit can be simulated by SPICE. 
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L is the line inductance, Le is the coupling inductanceS and f is the length of the 

transmission line. For lossless lines it can be see that Z+ = V(L + Le)/(C + Ce) ~ 

z_ = V(L - Lc)/(C - Ce) because Lc ~ 0 and Cc :5 o. 

Equation (4.1) exhibits the behavior of a low-pass filter and blocks higher frequen-

cies. Since the low-frequency response dominates the whole response of a low-pass 

filter, it is reasonable to examine a design based upon a low-frequency approximation 

for Eq. (4.1). We refer to this approach as the "single transfer-function" design ap-

proach because the even and odd mode transfer functions are lumped together. For a 

single mode, it is known that this design procedure is very satisfactory [67]. For low 

frequencies, w ~ 0, we rewrite Eq. (4.1) as a single mixed-mode transfer function, 

dropping terms of order (wtp)3, where tp == f-VLC, and higher, i.e. 

where 

f2 
Td+ = "2R(C + Ce) + RDCL + fRCL + RDf(C + Cc) 

f2 
Td- = "2R(C - Ce) + RDCL + fRCL + RDf(C - Ce) 

are the even mode and odd mode Elmore delay times [20], and 

5 All electrical parameters of the transmission lines, i.e. RLC, are defined for unit length. 
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Wo-

Design for overshoot control using Eq. (4.2) is based on "no peak" in the transfer 

function in the frequency domain, that is, a second-order Butterworth response con-

dition, dkl~:Vw)llw::;:o = 0, where T2 is the transfer function with 2 poles, as described 

in [67]. For a single mode, this "no peak" condition, selected because it is easily 

formulated in the frequency domain, results in 4% overshoot in the time domain. For 

k = 2, the Butterworth response condition provides 

1 1 3( 2 2 1 
-2- + -2- = -4 Td+ + Td_) - -2Td+ Td-
wo+ Wo_ 

(4.3) 

or, in terms of electrical parameters, 

-B+VB2_4AD 
RD = 2A ' ( 4.4) 

where 

A = cf + C2£2 + 2CL C£ + 2C;£2 

B = ~RC2£3 + 2 RCL
2 £ + 2RCCL £2 + ~RC2£3 

3 3 c 

D = ~R2C2£4 + ~R2CC £3 + ~R2C2£4 + R2C2£2 
6 3 L 12 c L 
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Although Eq. (4.4) is easy to use in selecting electrical parameters for a two 

coupled-line system, this formula is accurate only for weakly coupled modes. An 

alternative, called the Average-Transfer-Function (ATF) approach, which will be in-

troduced in the next section, is employed to include coupling more accurately, so that 

better control of overshoot is possible. 

4.2.2 Average-Transfer-Function Model 

If, instead of simplifying Eq. (4.1) as Eq. (4.2), we simplified each modal com-

ponent of the transfer function separately, an expression equivalent to Eq. (4.2) at 

low frequencies could be derived using Eq. (4.1) with the approximate even-mode 

transfer function H+ and odd-mode transfer function H_ given by 

1 
H+ = ( W)2 . 1- - +JWTd+ Wo+ 

(4.5) 

and 

1 
H_ = ( W)2 . 1- - + JWTd-Wo-

(4.6) 

Without combining the optimization of these two modes into the optimization of 

one single mixed mode as we did before, the "no peak" condition for the single 

line (mode) [67] is used to obtain the individual overshoot control relations between 

electrical parameters6 for the even and odd mode separately. For a single mode 

(line) according to [67] the "no-peak" condition provides rDm as a function of eLm 

6In this paper, we simply express RD in terms of other electrical parameters. Any of the other 
parameters also could be used as the controlled variable. 
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and rml, i.e. 

Here the coefficients are as follows: 

b = 2(1 + 3CLm + 3c1m) 

d = 6(1 + 2CLm)(1 + 4CLm + 6c1m) 

f = 2(1 + 6CLm + 15c1m + 12clm) 

9 = 1 + 4CLm + 6c1m 

and rml, CLm, and rD,m are defined as 

rm1 
m 

-
ZOm 

(4.8) 

RD 
rDm - ZOm 

(4.9) 

CL 
eLm - Gmi 

(4.10) 

where the subscript m refers to mode (i.e. + for even mode and - for odd mode) and 

G+ == C + Ge, G_ == G - Ge. Substituting the two overshoot-controlled driver resis-

tances from Eq. (4.7) denoted as RDe (=rDeZOe) and RDo (=rDaZOa), into Eq. (4.5) 

and Eq. (4.6), a synthetic transfer function .fIll is obtained from Eq. (4.1) as 

(4.11 ) 

The exact Eq. (4.1) is now made to approach the behavior of .fIll ((RDe,RDa,W) by 

varying the single parameter RD in Eq. (4.1) and minimizing b.(RD) defined by 

(4.12) 
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The value of RD for which .6.(RD) has a minimum value is the best-fitting overshoot

controlled RD for one driven and one quiet line. 

The same approach can be used to design for an arbitrary choice of overshoot. One 

simply replaces RDe and RDo in Eq. (4.11) with the values that result in the chosen 

overshoot for the even and odd modes individually. However, for an overshoot larger 

than 4% the average-transfer-function value of RD is less successful in achieving the 

chosen overshoot. 

4.3 Examples, Design Curves, and Discussion 

4.3.1 Examples 

Table 4.1 shows the Land C extracted from UAMOM for metal thickness t = 

1.0pm, metal width w = 23.3pm, height above ground plane h = 5.0pm, and different 

line separations s. The transfer function for s = 1.0pm, 5pm, and 20pm with 

£ = 5.0cm, CL = 0.1pF, and RD obtained from Eq. (4.4) is shown in Figure 4.4, where 

the "no peak" condition is not satisfied for the strong coupling case that occurs for the 

smallest spacing, s = 1.0pm. The transient response in the time domain by SPICE 

simulation is shown in Figure 4.5, where, as expected, the overshoot for s = 1.0pm 

exceeds 4%. 

To treat strong coupling, the average-transfer-function is used. As expected, the 

overshoot of the even- and odd-mode excitation with the RDe or RDo meets the 4.3% 
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design goal. To find the RD for multiple modes, i.e. one driven and one quiet line, 

with 8 = 1.0jlm, Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) are used which results in RD = 17.4650 

with fl.(RD) ~ 10-4 • Figure 4.6 shows the transfer function and time domain response 

using RD from Eq. (4.4) and the average-transfer-function approach. A significant 

difference in the overshoot results from these two algorithms. 

The RD for mixed modes (one driven and one quiet) does not work for single

mode excitation of either the even mode or the odd mode. Since RI!1d ~ R'Dixed ~ 

RlJcn , if an even-mode excitation is applied to the two-line system with R'Dixed , the 

overshoot is expected to be greater than 4%. This larger overshoot accompanies a 

larger undershoot which might cause false switching. On the other hand, for an odd

mode excitation, the response time is longer than desired. However, Figure 4.7 shows 

that for certain electrical parameters, the increased undershoot is insignificant. 

In general, an unmatched design for multiple lines is forced to compromise. The 

worst case with multiple-mode undershoot must be accommodated at the expense 

of larger delays for all other mode combinations. In other words, to minimize the 

maximum undershoot for a certain mode in a multiple-line system, the switching 

times of other modes (modes with less overshoot or undershoot) have to be traded 

in for an optimum mixed-mode performance. 
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4.3.2 Design Curves 

Design curves based on both algorithms are given in Figure 4.8, where ATF stands 

for average-transfer-function method, CF stands for closed-form method. To obtain 

coupling independent parameters, dimensionless parameters are defined as the single-

line limits of Eq. (4.8) (4.9) (4.10), namely 

RD ( 4.13) rD - Zo 

rl 
R1 

(4.14) - Zo 
CL ( 4.15) CL - Cf 

and, in addition, we introduce the dimensionless coupling capacitance by 

(4.16) 

where Zo == JL/C. The rD obtained by SPICE trial-and-error method1 is given as 

scattered points. 

As indicated in Figure 4.8, the rD obtained by the average-transfer-function can 

be used in SPICE as a starting point to "fine tune" the overshoot to 4%. These 

SPICE values of rD are close to the ATF initial values. The rD from the closed-

form equation agrees with the average-transfer-function result for small Cel or weak 

coupling. For larger Cel the single mixed-mode approximation of Eq. (4.4) is not 

appropriate because higher order terms in Ce becomes important. Therefore, the 

ATF and CF designs start to deviate from each other. 

1The defaulted RELTOL = 10-3 is assumed in this approach. 
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4.3.3 Discussion of Design Curves 

To control overshoot at a value of 4% for the strong coupling case, Figure 4.8 

shows that rD has to increase for increased Ce • However, this rD increase can be 

suppressed by using larger CL because a larger CL needs a longer switching time, 

which shifts the frequency response to lower frequencies and, therefore, decreases the 

magnitude of the coupling effect. As a result, Figure 4.8 shows the rD dependence 

on Ce is reduced for a large CL. Large CL also reduces the discrepancy between ATF 

and CF for large Ce simply because a large CL means a more lumped (that is, lower 

frequency) response. 

Figure 4.8 also indicates that large line loss rl reduces the required rD for the 

same CL and Ce • Of course, a larger rl increases the damping of the signal, so a lower 

rD can be used. The voltage charging the line and load may be obtained by a voltage 

divider, i.e. 

TJ: .~orTF. ._1_ 
Yin Zo+Rv Yin l+rv 

where distributed line is assumed. For large line loss, more energy (or a higher 

voltage) is dissipated by line loss. By choosing a smaller rD for rl = 0.5 than that 

for rl = 0.1, a higher voltage is transferred to the transmission lines. 

For cases with CL ~ 0.5 and low line loss, the design procedure leads to an rD 

approaching rD = 1 (that is, RD = Zo for the lossless line). In such cases of near-

matching for low-loss lines, the response can be further improved by reducing rD 
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below the value suggested by the design procedure [67]. If rD is reduced to a value 

that produces 4% overshoot (i.e. RD < Zo even in the lossless case), the result is 

shown as the curves labeled 1'D,max 8 in Figure 4.S. From Figure 4.S(a) it can be 

seen that rD requires adjustment only for low line loss and strong coupling. 

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper has discussed two approaches, namely the single-transfer-function 

method and the average-transfer-function method, to control the far-end overshoot at 

4% on the driven line. The single-transfer-function method works well for weak cou

pling but not for strong coupling. Unless line loss and/or load capacitance is increased 

to the point that system response is quite slow, the average-transfer-function method 

provides a more reliable design. A comparison of simulation results based on the 

average-transfer-function method and the single-transfer-function method suggests 

the average-transfer-function model is better in designing an overshoot-controlled 

circuit. 

The average-transfer-function model begins with the control of separate modes, 

which, in this paper, refers to even and/or odd modes. For multiple lines with 

multiple-mode excitation (more than two modes) a straightforward generalization is 

possible. For example, for a three-line system, each mode (EE, DE, or 00) [70], 

according to Eq. (4.7), requires its own overshoot-controlled parameter (RDee, RDoe, 

8 rv ,mar is given as Eq. (63) in [67]. 
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and RDoo)' To find the RD for mixed modes, we could simply follow the average

transfer-function approach given above. For instance, for one driven line and one 

quiet line separated by a grounded screen line, three modes, i.e. EE, OE, and 00, 

are excited. Using Eq. (4.7) in [67] we can find RDEE' RDoE' and RDoo by replacing 

rl and CL as rim, CLm for m = EE, OE, and 00 respectively. Then, combining each 

modal transfer function (with its own overshoot-controlled parameters) with a weight 

related to the pattern of multiple-mode excitation, the synthetic transfer function for 

this special excitation could be obtained. The final overshoot-controlled parameters, 

then can be selected by forcing the real mixed-mode transfer function to approximate 

the synthetic transfer function, just as for the two-line case discussed in this paper 

(see Eq. (4.12)). 

Unlike the SPICE trial and error method, the average-transfer-function method 

can be programmed easily, so design can be done automatically rather than interac

tively. Design using the average-transfer-function method usually is shorter than the 

time for the SPICE trial and error method. Moreover, these advantages should in

crease as multi-chip-module packages advance toward longer interconnections. These 

longer interconnections make design by the SPICE trial and error method even slower, 

because SPICE will require partitioning the longer line into more subsections. On 

the other hand, the average-transfer-function method treats transfer functions in the 

frequency domain. No partition of the lines are required. Finally, the SPICE trial 
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and error method presently does not deal with coupling beyond two adjacent lines 9 

Control of overshoot at a value other than 4% also could be implemented by 

a method described for single lines in [67], as adapted for use with the average-

transfer-function model. However, for larger overshoot values, the low-frequency 

approximation becomes less accurate even for the single mode, unless system response 

is slow due to a particular choice for the line and termination parameters. 

A more optimal design might be possible with individual overshoot control for 

any choice of mode excitation (e.g. even, odd, or mixed-mode). Such a design might 

involve an active termination network coupling receivers at the far end, which lies 

outside our discussion. 

9SPICE3f2 does have a multiple-lossy-line model, which can deal with the transmission-line 
system without doing line partition. However, a standalone program, called multi.decomp, has to 
be run first in order to produce a sub-circuit for multiconductor lossy transmission lines in terms of 
uncoupled (single) simple lossy lines. Moreover, this transmission-line model only considers coupling 
between two adjacent lines even for a multiple-line system. The II-section method to partition lines, 
therefore, still is used for a multiple-line system throughout this paper. 
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8 [jlm] C [pF/cm] Cc (pF/cm] L [nH/cm] Lc [nH/cm] 
1 0.81332 0.25138 1.51044 0.44351 
5 0.69045 0.09915 1.64313 0.22417 

10 0.67238 0.05770 1.66478 0.13573 
20 0.66614 0.02867 1.67107 0.06832 
50 0.66459 0.00873 1.67217 0.02086 

100 0.66446 0.00296 1.67222 0.00707 
500 0.66445 0.00017 1.67223 0.00040 

Table 4.1: UAMOM output for different spacings with t = 1.0 jlm, W = 23.3 jlm, 
and h = 5.0 jlm. A dc line resistance is assumed, independent of wand 8, Rdc = 
12.88n/cm. Note that Zo ~ 50n for large 8. 

8 [jlm] Zo+ Zo- RDe RDo RD{Eq. (4.4)) RD{ATF) 
1 58.97 31.66 34.58 5.76 11.98 17.47 
5 56.20 42.39 31.75 17.42 22.53 24.13 

20 52.24 48.03 27.68 23.33 25.31 25.45 

Table 4.2: RDe and RDo with CL = O.lpF, f = 5cm and t = 1.0 jlm, W = 23.3 jlm, 
h = 5.0 jlm, and 8 = 1.0jlm, 5jlm, and 20jlm. Both mode impedance and resistance 
are in unit of n. 
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Figure 4.1: The far-end response for a single lossy line with different driver resistances 
RD. Labell correspons to RD = O.5Zo, label 2 is for RD = O.85Zo, and label 3 is 
for RD = Zoo Other parameters are: CL = O.lpF, R = 30.0n/em, Zo = 118.72n, 
e = l.Ocm, h = lO.Of.Lm, w = lO.O/1m, and t = l.0f.Lm. UAMOM was used to extract 
line electrical parameters. All parameters are defined in inserts. 
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Figure 4.2: The far-end time-domain response for even and odd excitation with 
overshoot-controlled parameters of (a) even mode RD = .8';; = 132.30 and (b) odd 
mode RD = R~ = 60.90, and CL = 0.1pF, Rn = R22 = 30.00/em, Ln = L22 = 
3.828nH/em, L12 = L21 = 1.3012nH/em, Cn = C22 = 0.3329pF/em, C12 = C21 = 
-0.1l91pF/em, and f. = 1.0em. 
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dielectric 

VD~ 

R LC 

Transmission Line 2 

(b) 

Figure 4.3: Two transmission lines with one driven source. Figure(a) illustrates the 
geometric definition for w, t, s, h, and f, and Figure(b) shows the parasitic electrical 
parameters such as R, L, G, Ge, and Le. 
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Figure 4.4: The magnitude of transfer function with RD given by closed-form equa
tion, CL = O.lpF, and.e = 5.0cm for w = 23.3f,tm, h = 5f,tm, t = If,tm, and s = 20f,tm, 
5f,tm, and IJ.Lm. Figure{b) magnifies the region within dash line in Figure{a) for better 
resolution. 
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Figure 4.5: The time domain transient response by SPICE with RD given by closed
form equation, CL = O.lpP, and e = 5.0cm for w = 23.3jlm, h = 5jlm, t = Ijlm, and 
s = 20jlm, 5jlm, and Ijlm. 
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Figure 4.6: The (a) frequency and (b) time domain response for s = 1. OJ.tm , t = 
1.0j.tm, w = 23.3I1m, and h = 5j.tm with RD from close-form and ATF algorithm. 
The synthetic curve refers to HH+(RDe) + H_(RDo)) in (a). 
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Figure 4.7: The time domain responses for s = 1.0jlm, t = 1.0jlm, w = 23.3jlm, and 
h = 5jlm, RD = 17.4650, and CL = O.lpF with even-mode (labeled as 1), odd-mode 
(label 2), and mixed-mode (labeled as 3 and 4 for signals on the driven and quiet 
line) excitations. The overshoot shown on the driven line is about 4.3%. 
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Figure 4.8: Design curves for rD versus Cc with (a) rl = 0.1 and (b) rl = 0.5 for a 4% 
overshoot at the far end of the driven line with a mixed even and odd mode. Scattered 
points: SPICE trial and error method. Curves labled ATF: average-transfer-function 
method. Curves labled CF: closed-form (single mixed-mode method). 



CHAPTER 5 

Guidelines for High-Performance Electronic Package 

Interconnections-A Simple Approach 

5.1 Introduction 

120 

To allow system speed to increase along with increasing chip speeds, packages 

must be designed accordingly. It seems likely that an adequate design requires that 

chip-to-chip interconnections, off-chip drivers and receivers be designed together. A 

combined design can incorporate trade-offs between driver, package and receiver. For 

example, for CMOS circuits, a combined design can consider how driver impedance, 

receiver capacitance and packaging line density are related. In this paper a combined 

design is examined for the simple case of two interconnections with identical drivers 

and loaded by identical receivers as shown in Figure 4.3. 

Three electrical constraints are placed on the design: 

(i) A transient response requirement of the system-to insure adequate system per

formance. 

(ii) An undershoot (overshoot) requirement at the load end of the driven line-to 

avoid false switching of the receiver on the driven line. 
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(iii) A crosstalk requirement at the load end of the quiet line-to avoid false switch

ing of the receiver on the quiet line. 

Within these constraints, we may then seek to increase the interconnection density 

as far as possible. In this way, the package is made more compatible with the higher 

I/O densities expected from the trend toward larger chips and smaller devices. 

We begin with a discussion of each of the design goals, and then discuss guide

lines to achieve the design goals. For simplicity, only weakly coupled cases will be 

discussed here. Finally, some possible strategies for increasing the packaging density 

are presented. 

5.2 Transient Response 

To estimate the overall performance of a system consisting of two transmission 

lines driven by identical drivers, and terminated in identical receivers, a general 

analysis is provided in the Appendix A, where the transfer function is derived for 

an arbitrary excitation. At this point, however, we want to provide an intuitive 

argument that shows the system response is mainly determined by ZeCL, where Ze 

is the complex characteristic impedance of the interconnections and CL is the load 

(receiver) capacitance. 

Consider first a single transmission line with a capacitive termination. At the load 

end of the line, the incident signal Vine and the reflected signal v;. /1 sum to form the 
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output voltage if no reflection occurs at the near end (driver end), i.e. 

Vaut = Vine + v;. II (5.1) 

However, we also know from transmission line theory that 

(5.2) 

where fL is the voltage reflection coefficient at the load. Combining (5.1) and (5.2), 

2ZL 
Vaut = (1 + fL)Vine = Z Z Vine c+ L 

(5.3) 

In the case of a lossless line, Ze = Zo == V L / C is a pure resistance (L is the line 

inductance, C is the line capacitance, both per unit length), and for a capacitive load 

ZL = 1/ jwCL. Hence, for lossless line (5.3) becomes 

2 2 1 
Vaut = 1 + jwZoCL Vine = 1 + jwZoCL . '2 VD (5.4) 

where VD is the driver voltage, and! comes from the voltage divider at the matched 

near end (for an un-matched near end the factor of ~ has to be replaced by R:~Zo)' 

Inspection of (5.4) shows that the output voltage across the load follows an RC-like 

behavior in the first incidence, with a roll-off time constant tR given by 

(5.5) 

where tpd is the propagation delay (tpd == fJ LC), and f is the line length. For a given 

propagation delay, the system response is dictated by the ratio of load (receiver) 
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capacitance to total line capacitance, i.e. by the parameter CL 

(5.6) 

The above considerations can be extended to include reflections from the driver, 

i. e. RD ~ Zoo For the case of a pair lines, for excitation of either the odd-mode (des-

ignated -) or the even-mode (designated +), the magnitude of the transfer function 

for· the lossless line case becomes [71] 

with rDm == RD/ZOm, the normalized driver resistance for mode m (m ="+" for 

the even mode and m ="-" for the odd mode), and the phase constant Q m == 

2wtpm + tan-l (WZOmCL). Here ZOm and tpm are defined for coupled lossless lines as 

ZO± JL ± Lc tp± 
- C±Cc = e(C±Cc) 

(5.8) 

- eJ(C ± Cc)(L ± Lc) (5.9) 

Here Cc is the coupling capacitance per unit length (conventionally a negative quan-

tity [69]) and Lc is the coupling inductance per unit length. The first factor in (5.7) 

shows the same roll-off behavior as the first factor in (5.4), and the second factor in 

(5.4) expresses the partial voltage on the line and the repeated reflections from the 

unmatched driver when rDm =f 1. 

Equation (5.8) shows that Zo_ ::; Zo ::; Zo+, with the difference Zo+ - Zo- in-

creasing with increased coupling between the lines. As a zero-order estimate we then 
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simply use the roll-off time tR ((5.5)) as a measure of the system response. As shown 

in Figure 5.1, for rD = 1, small Ce and small ri, equation (5.5) gives a zero-order es

timate of rise time. Figure 5.1 also suggests several ways to reduce the rise time. For 

example, for faster response we should reduce rD, ri, CL, and/or Ce• In other words, 

in terms of dimensional parameters, we may reduce RD or Ri., and/or increase Zoo 

We may also reduce CL or Ce and/or increase G which will decrease Zo though. Re

duction of RD, however, affects other performance issues such as increased ringing 

and crosstalk. In this section, we will focus on tR reduction. Ringing and crosstalk 

will be discussed separately in later sections. 

If, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to a single, homogeneous dielectric (e.g. 

striplines), then tp± can be expressed as 

(5.10) 

which is the same for all modes. For faster system response tR + tpd has to be 

minimized. If tR > tpd, the case where the overall response suffers from heavy loads, 

according to (5.5) we then should reduce Zo (which can be accomplished by increasing 

€) and/or reducing CL to reduce tR. On the other hand, if tR < tpd, the case where 

propagation delay time dominates overall performance, according to (5.10) a smaller 

€ or shorter lines should be used to decrease tpd. 

We consider part of the specification for the overall system to be a specified value 

of tR from (5.5) chosen to satisfy design goal (i) of the Introduction. 
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5.3 Undershoot and Overshoot 

At the receiver, the signal can display undershoot that can cause false switching 

of the receiver. For the case examined here of two RLC-lines, rather than design the 

system directly to deal with undershoot, it proves to be simpler mathematically to 

control overshoot of the signal. In general, large overshoot and large undershoot occur 

together, and a system that exhibits little overshoot certainly will exhibit acceptable 

undershoot [67]. 

For the case of either even- or odd-mode excitation, overshoot control is achieved 

using the results of [67] for the single line, because the even- or odd-mode problem for 

two lines can be reduced to an equivalent single-line problem with the original line 

parameters replaced by mode-dependent combinations of parameters. In this case, 

for each mode (labeled "m") a single, algebraic relation between the line parameters l 

R, L, C, Cc and the termination parameters CL, RD suffices to guarantee a 4.3% 

overshoot. For 4.3% overshoot, the normalized driver impedance rDm == RD/ZOm 

should be chosen according to [72] 

-b· 9 . (rm1) + JU + b2 ) • d - f· g2 • (Tm 1)2 
TDm = ------------~~--~--------------f + b2 

(5.11) 

with b,d,j,g all polynomials involving only eLm == CL/[£(C ± Cc)] and Tm1 == m/ZOm . 

Please notice that although quantities in (5.11) are conveniently normalized using 

1 A homogeneous dielectric is assumed so that Lc = -L . C jCc. 
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ZOI1l ((5.8)), equation (5.11) is not restricted to the lossless case, and involves the 

normalized line resistance for mode "m", rml. 

For the common case of one driven and one quiet line, however, a simple average 

of the even- and odd-mode excitations occurs, i.e. the transfer function for the driven 

line (taken as line 1) Hu is given by (m = + for even mode, m = - for odd mode) 

Vout (line!) == ~(H H) 
VD(line1) - 2 + + - (5.12) 

For this case of mixed-mode excitation, control of overshoot is more complicated than 

for a single mode because the requirements for control of even-mode overshoot and 

for control of odd-mode overshoot are not the same unless coupling is weak. 

For large CL and small rl (e.g. rl = 0.1 and CL > 0.1), equation (5.11) results in 

rD+ < rD-. For these cases, a design of the system based upon little overshoot of 

the even-mode alone underdamps the odd mode. 

For a fast transient-response requirement, the cases with a large CL that results 

in a long roll-off time tR are not acceptable. Hence, we consider the case CL < 0.1. 

Then rD- < rD+ and a design of the system based upon little overshoot of the even 

mode alone will greatly overdamp the odd mode. For a mixed-mode excitation we 

must allow some additional overshoot of the even-mode excitation and somewhat 

less overdamp the odd mode. Then the required rD values lie between the odd-mode 

controlled parameters and the even-mode controlled parameters. 
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Such a design procedure, called the "average-transfer-function" method, has been 

described elsewhere [64]. For weakly coupled cases, equation (4) of [64] determines a 

value for rD that insures a 4.3% overshoot, viz. 

where 

A = 6(1 + 2CL + ci) = (J + b2 )jg 

B - 2(1 + 3CL + 3c1) = b 

Dl - 36(1 + 2cL)(1 + 2CL + ci) = (J + b2)djg2 

D2 = 2(1 + 6CL + 15c1 + 12ci) = j 

D3 = 36(1 + 2CL - ci) 

D4 - 7 + 18cL + 27c1 

The parameters b, d, j, and 9 are those of (5.11) taking Cc = O. In (5.13) 

Cc Lc 
Cc - --= 

C L 
(5.14) 

fD - RDjZo (5.15) 

and 

rl == lUjZo. (5.16) 

For the case of one driven and one quiet line, and a single dielectric, equa-

tion (5.13), serves the same purpose that (5.11) serves for a single mode. For Cc = 0, 
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equation (5.11) and (5.13) are identical. By comparison with SPICE simulations as 

shown in Figure 4.8, equation (5.13) has been found rather accurate for Cc < 0.3. Fig-

ure 4.8 also shows that overshoot is only weakly affected by coupling between lines, 

especially for lossy lines and large loads. Therefore, for simple design we approximate 

(5.13) as its value for Cc = 0 to obtain an approximation to the value of TD that leads 

to 4.3% overshoot, viz. 

(5.17) 

Implementation of (5.17) insures that for weak coupling cases the overshoot design 

goal (ii) of the Introduction is satisfied. 

[).4 Crosstalk 

A signal on the driven line of the pair of lines induces a signal on the quiet line. 

For some value of coupling, at the load end of the line this induced signal (called 

far-end crosstalk) may suffice to switch the receiver on the quiet line. There also is 

a crosstalk voltage developed at the near end of the quiet line. Unless the receiver 

is connected at the near end of the quiet line (for our case, receivers are connected 

at the far ends), the effect of the near-end crosstalk on the driver is less important 

than the possibility of false switching of the receiver. Therefore, we concentrate on 

the far-end crosstalk. 
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For a step input with r D as the normalized driver output impedance, the maximum 

far-end crosstalk has been derived in Chapter 3 for small capacitive load and weakly-

coupled lossless lines, namely 

2rD 
Vf,max = Ce (1 + rD)2 VD (5.18) 

From (5.18) we see that crosstalk is dictated by Ce (weakly coupled). Hence, one way 

to meet the prescribed crosstalk requirement (iii) of the Introduction is by adjusting 

Ce , which is related in part to line spacing, as discussed in Section 6. 

5.5 Design Guidelines and Design Curves 

5.5.1 Design Guidelines 

Our simple design strategy is as follows. First, we choose an acceptable transient 

response, as decided by (i) of the Introduction. This decision determines tR of (5.5), 

and using (5.10), we find CL = tR/tpd ' To find rD, Ce , and 7'l, we then go to (5.17) 

which insures undershoot protection according to condition (ii) of the Introduction, 

and (3.10) with the specified crosstalk requirement of (iii) in the Introduction which 

we take to be a specification for Vi/YD. For example, if we specify V,/VD = 10% in 

(3.10), the result of these two steps can be expressed as 

-B· rl + JD1 - D2(rl)2 
A 

rD = 

= lOce - 1 - J lOOc~ - 20ce (5.19) 
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Equation (5.19) is obtained under the condition that the maximum crosstalk hap

pens in the first reflection cycle, namely in the interval tpd < t < 3tpd. For very small 

rD, low loss, and/or large load, the maximum crosstalk usually happens at t > 3tpd. 

In such cases, equation (5.19) is not adequate because more reflection terms should 

be included. Also, as stated earlier, equation (5.13) can be used only for Cc :5 0.3. 

The overshoot-controlled rD in (5.19), is dependent upon rl and CL only. To 

include strong coupling where a larger rD is required to compensate for the coupling 

from the quiet line, a more general approach is needed [64]. 

Based on the discussion given, our simple design approach is valid for the ranges 

Cc :5 0.3 

CL < 0.5 

rl « 1 

5.5.2 Design Curves 

for accurate treatment of overshoot 

for accurate treatment of crosstalk 

for accurate treatment of crosstalk and overall-performance 

Having design guidelines as listed above, we now give two sets of design curves 

for two different design cases based on the above simple analysis. In both cases we 

suppose CL is specified by the requirement on system response time, equation (5.5). 

Case (i): line resistance (rl) given. Determine driver resistance (rD) and line cou

pling (cc ). 
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In this case (5.13) with Ce = 0 determines rD (Figure 5.2a), and (5.19) deter

mines Ce (Figure 5.2b). 

Case (ii): driver resistance (rD) given. Determine line resistance (rl) and line cou

pling (ce). 

In this case (5.13) with Ce = 0 or (28) in [67] determines rl (Figure 5.3a) and 

then (5.19) (Figure 5.3b) determines ce • 

Figure 5.2(a) shows that the error in rD as determined by the single-line expression 

(ce = 0) decreases as rl increases but increases as CL increases. This is because a 

larger CL allows a larger Ce for a given 10% crosstalk, which, according to Figure 4.8, 

increases the overshoot on the driven (active) line unless rD is increased. For large 

CL, therefore, the simple-design algorithm assuming Ce = 0 to obtain the overshoot

controlled rD or rl «5.13)) under-estimates rD or over-estimates rl. 

For small CL Figure 5.2(b) and Figure 5.3(b) show that the 3tpd-limit value ob

tained from (3.10) agrees with the SPICE calculation. For large CL, as we expected, 

the Ce estimated by the 3tpd-limit does not agree with the value given by SPICE 

simulation. This is because (3.10) does not include enough terms for cases where the 

maximum crosstalk occurs for t > 3tpd. According to Figure 3.2(b), for a specified al

lowable crosstalk the required Ce can be increased when CL is large. The discrepancy 

between the result from (3.10) and the SPICE simulation shown in Figure 5.2(b) 
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and/or Figure 5.3(b), therefore, comes from the need for additional reflections ne

glected in (3.10) for large CL and/or rl. 

5.6 Relation to Geometry 

Figure 4.3 shows our line geometry. If our objective is to increase line packing 

density, then line spacing s has to be reduced. According to Figure 4.8, rD is not 

affected as long as Ce ::; 0.3. Hence, line spacing s can be reduced without changing 

the electrical design as long as the condition Ce ::; 0.3 is met. :i:'or fixed Ce, trade-offs 

between other parameters may be useful for a real design where the system might 

have to satisfy other design rules and/or circuit specifications. For example, if rD is 

to be reduced to allow increased fan-out, Figure 5.2 shows that the design requires a 

larger rl or CL to satisfy the remaining design constraints. We may use a smaller line 

cross-section or a larger load area to achieve this goal. 

Figure 5.42 shows that Ce and Zo are only weakly dependent upon the spacing 

to height-above-ground-plane ratio s / h for s / h ~ 3. For s / h ~ 0.8, the requirement 

Ce ::; 0.3 from Figure 4.8 is met. Therefore, the simple design guidelines can be used 

down to s / h ~ 0.8. For s / h ::; 0.8, however, Ce ~ 0.3. Then errors from overshoot 

control, overall performance, and crosstalk control become enormous, and another 

design approach is required. 

2Electrical parameters are obtained numerically using UAMOM [26]. 
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As shown in Figure 5.4, the dependence of Cc upon w / h ratio is not as significant as 

that on wit. For different w/h with same wIt, Zo is roughly inversely proportional 

to the ratio JW/h. Therefore, w/h can be adjusted to change Zo, and hence the 

needed rl = Re/Zo or rD = RD/ZO for a certain design. 

5.7 Conclusion and Future Work 

Design guidelines to select electrical parameters for fast switching response, small 

undershoot (or overshoot), and tolerable crosstalk are discussed in previous sections. 

Simple equations for each constraint are given. For cases with small coupling ( 

Cc S; 0.3), low line loss( rl ~ 1), and small load (CL < 0.5), design curves follow that 

show good agreement with the SPICE trial-and-error results under these assumptions. 

A direct geometric and/or processing design for a high-performance package may 

shorten the design cycle significantly. Simple formulas for approximate capacitances 

can be found in the literature [74, 22], while the characteristic impedance and ca

pacitance are discussed in some microwave-circuit literature such as Gupta et al [75] 

and Edwards [25]. Combining these simple formulas with the design constraints 

introduced above allows a simple design approach to high-performance circuits. 

For cases with large load capacitance, strong coupling, and/or large line loss, 

other approaches have applied. For example, [62] gives design curves and empirical 

equations for general cases. Future work may also include increasing the immunity 
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from simultaneous switching noise for the circuits, more accurate driver and receiver 

models, and a frequency-dependent analysis. 
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Figure 5.1: The ratio of tR to tpd versus CL for (a) I'D = 0.5 or TD = 1.0 with rl = 0.1 
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using (5) and the scattered points are by SPICE simulation with rise time defined as 
Vout/VD = 0.632. 
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Figure 5.2: Design curves of the simple-design algorithm for different r/'s. Plot (a) 
shows TD as a function of CL from (17) for Cc = 0, while plot (b) gives Cc VS. TD where 
the long-time limit, equation (25), is used to estimate the crosstalk. The scattered 
points are SPICE trial and error result. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Guidelines for High-Performance Electronic Package 

Interconnections-Approach for Strong Coupling 

6.1 Introduction 

139 

As feature size reduces and chip size increases for modern microelectronics, the 

design of high-performance, high-density interconnections becomes crucial to overall 

system performance. A high-performance system usually places more circuits on a 

larger die, which results in a longer average interconnect length [76], a larger line

occupied area, a smaller line spacing, and requires more I/O terminals [77, 78]. Design 

of electronic packages, therefore, has to consider possible tradeoffs accompanying 

these trends. 

To understand the possible tradeoffs for a CMOS-based multiple-line system, a 

two-line system as shown in Figure 4.3 is used for analysis, where a simple RC 

model for the CMOS driver and receiver is assumed. In order to speed the response 

at the receiver for the two-line system of Figure 4.3, Figure 6.1(a) shows that one 

approach is to use driver impedances less than the line impedance, which results in 

a faster response than the use of matched drivers. This faster response, however, 

also is accompanied by far-end ringing that might cause false logic switching. There 
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exists, therefore, a tradeoff between ringing and rise time at the output that has to 

be controlled to obtain both fast response and reliable system operation. 

Besides the ringing problem on the driven line, a shorter rise time at the output 

also induces a larger far-end crosstalk on the quiet line. As indicated in Figure 6.1(b), 

the induced far-end crosstalk corresponding to the transient response shown in Fig

ure 6.1(a) is smaller for cases with slower response than that with faster response. 

Hence, a compromise between the rise time at the output and the tolerable crosstalk 

introduces another tradeoff in the design of a high-performance system. 

In summary, we consider the design of systems subject to the following three 

constraints: 

(i) A transient response requirement of the system-to insure adequate system per

formance. 

(ii) An undershoot (overshoot) requirement at the load end of the driven line-to 

avoid false switching of the receiver on the driven line. 

(iii) A crosstalk requirement at the load end of the quiet line-to avoid false switch

ing of the receiver on the quiet line. 

For weakly coupled lines, small capacitive loads, and small line loss, simple design 

guidelines based on the constraints (i)-(iii) were given by Yang and Brews [61]. For 

cases with small line coupling, it was shown that the constraints could be accurately 

treated using a simple RC-filter model to establish the appropriate driver impedance 
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to satisfy the system tradeoffs. However, for the higher-density technology that might 

be used in future multichip multilayer packages [78, 79], strong coupling between lines 

must be considered. It will be shown here how to treat these tradeoffs in stl'ongly

coupled, lossy-line systems. 

The rise time estimate in Ref. [61] is given as the product of line impedance and 

load capacitance, because the far-end voltage starts to build up at one propagation 

delay time and follows a RC pattern. This simple rise time estimate agrees with the 

SPICE calculation for cases with small line loss, weak coupling, and nearly-matched 

driver impedance. However, for cases with significant line loss, strong coupling, 

and/or un-matched driver impedance, the discrepancy between the estimated and 

the numerically-calculated results becomes unacceptable, and a better expression to 

estimate the transient time therefore is needed. 

The second constraint, namely ringing control, can be based upon the tradeoff of 

overshoot and transient response for a single-line system even for a strongly-coupled 

multiple-line system in the case of single-mode excitation because the coupling effect 

is included implicitly in the mode parameters. However, with a multiple-mode excita

tion, the coupling parasitic does play an important role in deciding ringing-controlled 

parameters [64]. Therefore, with multiple-mode excitation in strongly coupled sys

tems, to obtain an acceptable (without false switching) overshoot and a reasonable 

output rise time a more tedious average-transfer-function method has to be employed. 
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In the case of a matched-termination [49, 54], for a two-line system with a single 

dielectric the far-end crosstalk is zero. However, for this two-line system with a 

capacitive (not-matched) load, analysis in Ref. [61] shows that far-end crosstalk does 

exist, and can be significant. 

For cases where the maximum crosstalk happens within three propagation delays, 

the third constraint is satisfied in Ref. [61] using a simplified maximum crosstalk ex

pression. It was shown in Ref. [61] that the simplified maximum-crosstalk expression 

provides a worst-case estimate for the maximum far-end crosstalk. For cases with 

large line loss, large load capacitance, un-matched driver impedance, and/or strong 

coupling, the time (tmax ) at which crosstalk reaches its maximum becomes longer 

than three propagation delays and the crosstalk reduces in magnitude. A more ac

curate crosstalk evaluation is needed for these cases. Such expressions were derived 

in Ref. [73]. 

In this paper, we first examine each of the system constraints (i )-(iii) listed above. 

Design relations are obtained by a combination of numerical and analytical results 

and expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters. Several examples that result 

in high-performance and high-density electronic packages are presented. The trade

off between the line geometry and the termination area also is discussed. Finally, 

conclusions are drawn and future investigations are described. 
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6.2 Transient Response 

In Ref. [61] it was shown that for a system as shown in Figure 4.3 the transient 

response of this distributed system could be based accurately upon an RG low-pass 

filter approximation which gives the load switching time tR = ZOGL. The analysis 

was based on dimensionless parameters Ce , CL, rD, rl defined by 

Ge (6.1) Ce - G 
CL 

(6.2) CL - i·G 
RD 

(6.3) rD - Zo 

rl 
R·i 

(6.4) - Zo 

where Gc is the coupling capacitance per unit length (a negative value in general), G 

is the line capacitance per unit length, GL is the effective load capacitance at the far 

end, RD is the effective driver resistance, R is the DC line loss per unit length, i is 

the line length, and Zo is the impedance of a lossless line defined as )L/G. 

As shown in [61], the switching time performance criterionl based on tR is good 

for small CL, small rl, small Cc and rD ~ 1. For cases with large CL and/or large rl, 

a better tR estimate can be obtained by using Elmore delay time [20], which for a 

single-line case is given as 

(6.5) 

ltR is the time interval at which the far-end voltage is charged up to 63.2% of its final value. 
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where tp = tv LC is the propagation time of a lossless line of the same geometry. 

Please note that Eq. (6.5) is the 63.2% delay time which can be converted to the 90% 

01' the 50% delay time by multiplying Eq. (6.5) by a factor of -In(0.1) ~ 2.3 for 90% 

or -In(0.5) ~ 0.693 for 50%, respectively. Such a conversion can be used to compare 

with expressions derived by Sakurai [55], namely for a single RC line terminated by 

rD and CL the 90% delay time and the 50% delay time are 

To.9/t p = 2.3 [C~~: + CL) rl + (1 + cL)rD] (6.6) 

To.s/tp = 0.693 [(~:!~~ + CL) rl + (1 + cL)rD] (6.7) 

As shown in Figure 6.2(a)(b), unlike tR/tp = CL used in Ref.[61], Eq. (6.5) predicts 

the extra delay due to line loss and load capacitance well. Because the Elmore delay 

time is applicable only to critically damped or overdamped circuits, Eq. (6.5) can not 

be applied to underdamped (ringing) systems, such as occur for small TD'S. 

For a mixed-mode excitation of a strongly-coupled two-line system, analysis of the 

single-line or loosely-coupled transient response is no longer appropriate to predict 

the response time. As shown in Ref. [64], the Elmore delay time for a mixed-mode 

(one-driven-line and one-quiet-line system) can be represented as the average of the 

Elmore delays for the even and odd modes, i. e. 

(6.8) 
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where Td+ and Td_ are the Elmore delay times for even (+) mode and odd (-) mode 

respectively, and are defined as in [64]: 

(6.9) 

For a single mode (1m" of a two-line system, normalized load capacitance CLm, nor-

mali zed line loss rml, and normalized driver impedance rDm in Eq. (6.9) are defined 

and related to CL, rl, rD, and Ce from Eqs.(6.1)-(6.4) as 

CL 1 
(6.10) CLm - =CL--

[iCC ± Ce)] 1 T Ce 

rm1 
Rf 1 T Ce (6.11) = rl - JL±Lc 1 ± LelL C±Cc 

RD 1 T Ce (6.12) rDm - JL±Lc = rD 1 ± LelL C±Cc 

for m = + (even mode) or - (odd mode) respectively, and the propagation delays 

for the lossless line are given as 

(6.13) 

In general,tp+ ~ tp_. To simplify our discussion here, we assume a single dielectric 

(e.g. strip lines) , which gives Lei L = -CeIC and therefore tp+ = tp_ == tpd. Based on 

this homogeneous-insulator assumption, substitution of Td± into Eq. (6.8) results in 

(6.14) 

As shown in Figure 6.2, comparing with SPICE simulation results Eq. (6.14) 

provides a good Td (tR) estimate for significant ce• For cases with small rD, the 
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damping ratio becomes small, which violates the requirement for applicability of the 

Elmore delay time, namely the requirement for an over-damped or a critically-damped 

circuit. As shown in Figure 6.2(a), iR estimates based on the Elmore delay time may 

result in large discrepancies for under-damped circuits. Nevertheless, for cases that 

satisfy or nearly satisfy the over-damped or critically-damped condition, Eq. (6.14) 

gives better estimates than CL • tp for large line loss, large load capacitance, and/or 

strong coupling. 

6.3 Undershoot and Overshoot 

For single-mode excitations, the simple tradeoff proposed by Brews [67], namely 

a "no peak" condition satisfied in the frequency domain by the far-end transfer func-

tion, gives a 4% transient far-end overshoot with a switching time shorter than can 

be achieved without overshoot (matched termination). This "no peak" condition 

then can be used to relate the electrical parameters, which results in a closed-form 

expression for the normalized driver impedance, rDm, namely 

(6.15) 

for a single mode "m" of a multiple-line system [64] as shown in Figure 4.3. The 

b,d,J,g in Eq. (6.15) involve only CLm and Tm1. 
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When a combination of modes is excited, for instance in a system with one driven 

and one quiet line, Eq. (6.15) gives accurate results for weak coupling (cc :5 0.32 )or 

Cc :2: 0.3, the average-transfer-function approach has to be used, as discussed in [61, 

64]. The basis of that method is to substitute the overshoot-control relations between 

the parameters for the even mode and for the odd mode into the general expressions 

for the even-mode and odd-mode transfer functions. In more detail, we begin with the 

general transfer function for mode m = ± of an RLG-line with normalized capacitive 

load CLm and normalized resistive driver impedance rDm, namely [61, 64], 

1 

Hm = (1 + jwtpmcLmrDm) cosh(/,ml ) + e~~;,) [(rm1 + jwtpm)CLm + rDm] sinhbml ) 

(6.16) 

with the propagation constant /'ml == J(rml + jwtpm)jwtpm . 

The substitution of Eq. (6.15) into Eq. (6.16) defines an overshoot-controlled even-

Then a synthetic "target" transfer function irn is formed for the case of one driven 

and one quiet line, which is known to excite a simple average of the even and odd 

modes, i.e. 

(6.17) 

2For 10 dB couplings Cc ::::: 0.32, which gives Zo ::::: ";ZOeZOo = J LIC for a homogeneous 
insulator [25]. 
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Finally, the exact two-line transfer function for the case of one driven and one quiet 

line, Hll , is forced to agree with the "target" function flu as closely as possible, by 

imposing a relation between R, L, C, Gc and RD, CL. 

As an example of this relation, consider the simple case of a single, homogeneous 

dielectric. In this case, the propagation delays for even and odd modes are the same. 

As a result, for the single dielectric case, the two parameters r + 1 and r _1, according 

to Eq. (6.11), are related as 

(6.18) 

Likewise, according to Eq. (6.12) 

rr:Fc: 
rD±=rDV~' (6.19) 

The synthetic "target" transfer function is then dependent on only four dimen-

sionless parameters, and for the case of one driven and one quiet line we request that 

the difference ~(rD) between Hll and flu be minimized, where 

(6.20) 

which determines rD in terms of the other parameters. In particular, if CL is spec-

ified by a requirement for rapid system response, then minimization of Eq. (6.20) 

determines a function, namely 

CL given (6.21) 

For the case of one driven and one quiet line, and a single dielectric, Eq. (6.20) 

or its specialization Eq. (6.21), serves the same purpose that Eq. (6.15) serves for 
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a single mode. For widely separated lines, Cc -l- 0, Eq. (6.20) and Eq. (6.21) are 

satisfied by rD+ = rD- = rD with rD from Eq. (6.15). By comparison with SPICE 

calculations, Eq. (6.21) has been found to be a rather slowly increasing function of 

Cc [61]. Thus, the substitution Cc = 0 in Eq. (6.15) provides a good beginning estimate 

for Eq. (6.21). 

6.4 Crosstalk 

For small CL, rl, and Cc it is shown in Ref. [61] that the maximum crosstalk is 

given quite accurately by 

(6.22) 

where the maximum crosstalk is assumed to occur at t max with tp :5 t max :5 3tp. As 

shown in Ref [73], Eq. (6.22) is accurate to within 10% for load capacitances given 

by 

CL :5 1 (1.3 . VR - ~rl - rD) 
rl + rD c 2 

(6.23) 

For systems with load capacitances larger than that of Eq. (6.23), two approxima-

tions are used to simplify the coupling transfer function H12 == ~ [H+ - H_], namely 

the low-frequency approximation and the high-frequency approximation. These ap-

proximations also are derived in Ref [73]. The low-frequency crosstalk expression 
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IS 

and the high-frequency expression is 

(6.25) 

where the even-mode voltage Ve(t) is given by 

(6.26) 

where all parameters are defined in Ref [73]. Equation (6.26) is the time-domain 

response for even mode only. To obtain the crosstalk expression from Eq. (6.25), 

we need to subtract Va. To evaluate Va, Eq. (6.26) is used with the replacements 

It has been shown that estimate of the maximum crosstalk based on Eq. (6.22) is 

inaccurate for cases where the maximum crosstalk occurs at t > 3tp [73]. The two 

approximations given above provide better crosstalk estimates for t max > 3tp, and 

can serve as upper and lower bounds for maximum crosstalk estimates. However, 
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for large line loss and small load, the separation between the bounds given by the 

approximations increases. Due to the complexity of the mathematics involved, a 

crosstalk expression for large line loss and small load is not easy to obtain. Hence, a 

numerical calculation has been used. 

6.5 Design Curves, Design Examples, and Discussions 

6.5.1 Design Curves 

Design curves that serve to determine system parameters consistent with a 4% 

overshoot and a 10% crosstalk are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, where di

mensionless parameters are used. A simplified set of curves is used to approximate 

the numerical SPICE results denoted by scattered points. These simplified curves, 

introduced in Appendix B, are based on the following relations obtained by fitting 

the SPICE results in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4: 

rD(Ce ; rl) = 1.1549 - 0.1997rl -1.3063ce - 0.0297(rl)2 

-0.6169rlce + 0.8315c~ 

cL{ce ; rl) = -0.8097 + 0.1281rl + 5.8835ce + 0.6930(rl)2 

-4.7919rlcc + 1.9115c~ 

for pre-specified rl and Ce , and 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

rl(cc; CL) = -0.0924 + 3.4574ce - J9.1950c~ - 9.1290ce + 1.1769 + 1.4430cL (6.29) 
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rD(Ce; cL) = 1.1382 - 1.6496ce - 1.9296c~ - 0.0429cL 

+(0.1942 + 0.8223ce)J9.1950c~ - 9.1290ce + 1.1769 + 1.4430cL (6.30) 

for pre-specified CL and ce• 

To specify overall response time, Eq. (6.14) with a pre-specified Td/tpd value is 

needed. In other words, we may obtain the required dimensionless parameters by 

solving Eq. (6.14) with a pre-specified Td/tpd ratio. 

Combining Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.28) , or Eq. (6.29) and Eq. (6.30) with Eq. (6.14), 

therefore, results in design guidelines for systems with 4% overshoot, 10% crosstalk, 

and pre-specified switching times. 

For CL ~ 0, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 indicate that the simplified-design curves 

depart from SPICE simulation results. This departure mainly comes from different 

mechanisms which cause maximum crosstalk. As described earlier, the maximum 

crosstalk usually occurs before 3tpd for small CL. No reflected terms from near end 

have to be included for maximum crosstalk estimates in these cases. However, it is 

not true for cases with large CL'S, which in general correspond to a maximum crosstalk 

that occurs after 3tpd. Therefore, to include cases with small CL, we must supplement 

the simplified design curves with the weakly-coupled design guidelines of Ref. [61]. 

6.5.2 Design Examples 

Based on the design curves given in previous section, several examples are given 

in the following to verify the accuracy of these design curves (equations, rather). 
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EXAMPLE 1: As shown in the insert of Figure 6.5(a), consider a package struc

ture with copper lines with t = 5p,m, 'W = 25p,m, and s = 25p,m, .e = 2cm, and 

h = 50p,m with tOr = 3.5. The corresponding Zo, C, Ge , Rare 74.80, 0.89155pP/cm, 

-0.31597pF/cm, and 1.34!1/cm respectively3 , which results in rl ~ 0.036 and 

Cc ::::::l 0.354. According to Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.28), then we can select rD ::::::l 0.782 

and CL ~ 1.4'57, or RD = rD . Zo = 58.4940 and CL = CL' Cf = 2.598pF. The 

time domain response simulated by SPICE with parameters given above is shown in 

Figure 6.5(a), where a 4.3% overshoot and a 10% are observed. Note that we did not 

implement the switching time requirement for simplicity. This transient time, how

ever, can be estimated by Eq. (6.14), which for the present case gives Td::::::l 2.13tpd' 

EXAMPLE 2: If the switching time of above example is among the performance 

constraints, besides Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.28) or Eq. (6.29) and Eq. (6.30) another 

equation is needed related to the switching time requirement. As shown in Fig

ure 6.2(a), for small CL with rD < 1, the simple approach tR/tp ~ CL gives better 

estimates. To treat this case, let's assume .e has to be determined by the switching 

time constraint, and suppose that the performance requirement is tR = tp, or CL ::::::l 1. 

According-to Eq. (6.26) and Eq. (6.30), rl ~ 0.396 and rD ::::::l 0.626, which then 

corresponds to .e ~ 22.17cm, RD ::::::l 46.850, and CL::::::l 19.77pF. Figure 6.5(b) shows 

the transient response in the time domain with Td ~ 2.ltpd, a 4.3% overshoot and 

3The data shown here is obtained numerically by UAMOM [26] 
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a 10% crosstalk, which agree with our design goals. Again, as expected, Eq. (6.14) 

underestimates the delay time, which for this case gives Td ~ 1.85tpd' 

As the final example, let us consider possible tradeoff between lines and termina

tions while devices and interconnections are scaled to smaller dimensions with longer 

global line lengths. 

EXAMPLE 3: Consider the same package structure as in EXAMPLE 1 with driver 

resistance RD = 58.49f2 and load capacitance CL = 2.6pF. Now, if we reduce w, t, 

h, and s by a factor of 2 and increase .e by 1.5, the corresponding line impedance, 

line capacitance, and coupling coefficient will not be changed 4 However, the DC line 

loss will increase 6 times. In other words, the dimensionless line loss rl will increase 

from 0.036 to 0.216. Therefore, according to Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.28), the required 

rD and CL for 4% overshoot and 10% crosstalk become 0.705 and 1.206, which give 

RD ~ 52.734f2 and CL ~ 3.226pF respectively. 

One might expect that reduction of the line cross-section also implies that driver 

and receiver geometry are scaled by the same factor (e.g. 2 for this case). This 

choice of scaling for terminations predicts a fixed RD and a smaller C L (C L ~ C £/2). 

However, the required RD and CL from Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.28) do not agree with the 

values given by this scaling rule. These required values are RD = 52.730 (f. unsealed 

RD = 58.49f2) and CL = 3.23pF (f. half of the unsealed CL, i.e. CL/2 = 1.3pF). 

That is larger relative driver and receiver areas are needed to satisfy the specified 

4Assume that this structure can be treated as a 2-D structure, i.e. e» w,t,s,h. 
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electrical requirements. In other words, we may have to increase termination area in 

order to decrease line area if densely-packed interconnections with proper electrical 

performance are required. Other design tradeoffs between termination and line area 

can also be derived, for instance, we may select a scaling ratio for line spacing different 

from the ratio for line width, line thickness, and height above ground plane in order 

to satisfy the performance requirements. A general treatment of scaling rules related 

to the design of terminations and interconnections that maintain given performance 

considerations can be found in elsewhere [80]. 

6.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

Design guidelines for electronic packages in accordance with today's high-speed 

devices are discussed in this paper. Three electrical performance issues were consid

ered, namely the switching time, the ringing magnitude, and the crosstalk strength. 

The transient response of the system can be estimated using the parameter tR = 

ZaGL for small driver impedance as long as the load capacitance is not too small. 

For cases with TD ~ 1 or TD ~ 1, the modified Elmore delay time provides better 

estimates for delay time. 

Expressions to control the far-end overshoot are provided for both weak and strong 

coupling. It has been shown that a more tedious procedure has to be used to find the 

overshoot-controlled parameters for strong coupling. However, for cases with weak 
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coupling (Cc ::; 0.32) or for a single excited mode, the parameter relation is quite 

simple. 

Crosstalk noise is also a main concern for a high-speed, high-density electronic 

package. This paper treated crosstalk using the low-frequency and the high-frequency 

approximation for the coupled transfer function given by Yang and Brews [73], which 

resulted in closed-form expressions as function of time. Unlike the relation given by 

Yang and Brews [61], significant line loss, coupling, and/or large loads were considered 

in these expressions. These approximations may serve as upper and lower bounds 

for maximum crosstalk estimates. A closer crosstalk evaluation for general cases 

necessitates a numerical calculation. 

Two sets of design expressions that relate the dimensionless electrical parameters 

with a 4% overshoot and a 10% maximum crosstalk have been determined by nu

merical data fitting. These equations combined with the modified Elmore delay time 

provide possible approaches for a practical package design with acceptable electri

cal performance. When the line parameters are specified, the terminations required 

to achieve the three selected performance criteria easily can be obtained using the 

corresponding equations. It has been shown that reduction of line cross-section and 

increase of line length results in a penalty of increased driver and receiver areas so 

that pre-specified electrical performance can be maintained. 

Another performance issue that has not been discussed here is the D.i noise on 

the power/ground trace. This noise becomes even worse when multiple drivers are 
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turned on simultaneously, which is common for today's high-speed circuits. In the 

future, simple design tradeoffs like those given in this paper could be combined with 

D.i noise constraints. 
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Figure 6.1: Far-end transient response on the ( a) active line, and (b) quiet line for 
copper lines with w = h = s = lOpm, t = 2pm, fr = 3.5, and load capacitance 
CL = 2pF. Three different driver impedances are used to compare the switching 
time and crosstalk with each other. 
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Figure 6.2: tR/tp versus CL for (a) rD = 0.5 or rD = 1.0 with rl = 0.1 and Cc = 0.106, 
(b) rl = 0.1 or rl = 0.5 with rD = 1.0 and Cc = 0.106, and (c) Cc = 0.106 or 
Cc = 0.506 with rl = 0.1 and rD = 1.0. In (a), (b), and (c) the solid lines are from 
the modified Elmore delay estimate while the dash line is from the simple-approach 
estimate. SPICE simulation results also are shown as scattered points. 
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Figure 6.3: Dimensionless design curves by simplified design method for pre-specified 
rl and Ce , where (a) gives TD VS. Ce for fixed rl [Eq. (27)], and (b) gives CL VS. Ce for 
fixed rl [Eq. (28)]. Scattered points are from SPICE trial and error method. 
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Figure 6.4: Design curves by simplified design method for pre-specified CL and Cel 

where (a) gives rD VS. Cc for fixed CL [Eq. (30)], and (b) gives rl vs. Ce for fixed CL 

[Eq. (29)]. Scattered points come from SPICE simulations. 
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Figure 6.5: (a) The SPICE simulation result for package shown as insert with C = 
O.89155pF/cm, Cc = -O.31597pF/cm, R = 1.340/cm, and e = 2cm, and RD = 
58.494pF, and CL = 2.598pF. Only a 4% overshoot and a maximum 10% crosstalk 
are specified. (b) Beside specifications of overshoot and crosstalk, a delay time Td = 
2tpd also is requested. The required RD, eL, and e become 46.850, 19.77pF, and 
22.17cm respectively for this case. 
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CI-IAPTER 7 

Scaling Tradeoff's for CMOS-Based VLSI Packaging 

7.1 Introduction 

Smaller dimensions for MOST devices have led to an increase in speed. In the 

past two decades, dimensions of MOST have been scaled down dramatically, which 

makes the propagation delay time of MOST-based devices approach the 10 psec/ gate 

range [3, 4]. At the same time, large chip areas have been used in order to accommo

date more circuits. As a result, the performance of a system becomes more dependent 

on the circuit design than on individual device performance. 

To scale down device dimensions, several scaling rules, based on different per

formance and/or reliability concerns, can be found in the literature. For example, 

the constant-field scaling rules [81] reduce dimensions and voltages so as to maintain 

constant fields inside smaller devices. Other scaling rules include constant voltage, 

and quasi-constant voltage for different concerns uf the devices. Nevertheless, all 

these scaling rules mainly provide guidelines for reliable transistor operation, but 

need extension if we are to upgrade performance for ci1'cuits and/or systems. 

Although effects of scaling on interconnects have been investigated by several 

authors [82]-[85], these discussions primarily emphasize the impact of scaling rules 
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on line delay. Other issues, such as crosstalk and ringing problems, usually have been 

neglected in scaling down the whole electronic system. However, for high-speed, high-

density integrated circuits, crosstalk and ringing noises become more severe, which 

might cause false switching of the devices. To guarantee reliable system operation, 

devices and interconnects have to be designed together, and the scaling rules to scale 

down system dimensions have to be modified in order to suppress noise accompanying 

interconnections. 

In this paper, we first briefly describe the relations between electrical parame-

ters that satisfy pre-specified performance requirements, such as maximum ringing 

and maximum crosstalk. Based on these relations, we then show that constant-field 

scaling rules l cannot satisfy the pre-specified design criteria. Scaling rules for ter-

minations that do meet these criteria are presented. For systems with fixed relative 

driver and receiver dimensions, scaling rules for the package structure are investi-

gated next. Two package parameters, namely spacing between lines and dielectric 

constant, are singled out as examples to study the scaling tradeoffs. 

Based on the scaling rules obtained, a short conclusion is drawn. 

7.2 Design Relations and Design Parameters 

To find the scaling tradeoffs among interconnects, drivers, and receivers, relations 

between the electrical parameters that give ,pre-specified performance are needed. 

1 Unless clearly specified, our discussion is mainly placed on the constant-field scaling and on the 
modification related to it. 
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Such relations have been provided by Yang and Brews [61, 62], who gave different 

design guidelines for CMOS-based systems with weakly- and strongly-coupled lines 

respectively. The performance criteria given in [61,62] guarantee a reliable operation 

of the system with a 4% overshoot at the capacitive load on the active line and a 

maximum 10% crosstalk noise at the capacitive load on the quiet line. A third 

performance -requirement, namely the far-end switching time, also is given. Their 

design guidelines are expressed in terms of dimensionless electrical parameters, which 

are defined as 

Rn 
rn - Zo 

rl 
Rf. 

- Zo 
CL 

CL - fC 
Cc 

Co - C 

where Rn is the effective driver resistance, CL is the effective receiver capacitance, 

R is the DC line loss per unit length, C is the line capacitance per unit length, Cc 

is the coupling capacitance per unit length (a negative value), f is the line length, 

and Zo is the impedance of a lossless line of the same dimensions as the lossy lines 

considered here, i.e. J LIC. 

Because of the importance of the relations in our discussion here, we summarize 

the expressions of the constraints in the following subsection. 
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Design Algorithms 

For cases with weakly-coupled lines (typically, with a normalized coupling Co :::; 

CO,max ~ 0.3 or 10 dB couplings [25, 64]), the far-end overshoot can be controlled by 

parameters satisfying the single-line overshoot-controlled formula given by Brews [67], 

namely, 

-b· g . (rl) + JU + b2 ) • d - f· g2 . (rl)2 
rD = f + b2 

(7.1) 

where b,d,/,g are polynomials involving only CL. 

To control the far-end coupling noise, the simple analysis shown in [61] gives a 

maximum-crosstalk expression as 

2rD 
VJ,max = Co (1 + TD)2 VD 

where small load capacitance [73] 

CL :::; CL,crit == rl ~ TD (1.3. Jl - cb - ~rl- TD) 

and small line loss with weak coupling have been assumed. 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

The delay time for the weakly-coupled, lossless lines with small load capacitance 

and nearly-matched driver is estimated as 

(7.4) 

where tp is the propagation delay time for a loss less line, and is defined as tJ LC. 
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Combining (7.1), (7.2), and (7.4) results in simple design guidelines for weakly 

coupled cases so that the far-end overshoot and crosstalk satisfy the electrical speci

fications. 

For cases with strong coupling, significant line loss, and/or large load capacitance, 

the expressions given above do not work. Further analysis in [62] gives semi-empirical 

equations which are complementary to the weak-coupling design shown above. These 

simplified curves are based on the following relations, namely 

rD(CO; rl) = 1.1549 - 0.1997rl - 1.3063co 

-0.0297r12 - 0.6I69rlco + 0.83I5c& 

CL(CO; rl) = -0.8097 + 0.1281rl + 5.8835co 

+0.6930r12 - 4.79I9rlco + 1.9115c& 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

For pre-specified rl and Co equations (7.5) and (7.6) provide overshoot- and crosstalk

controlled parameters rD and CL. 

To specify overall response time, the Elmore delay time is modified for strongly 

coupled lines [64], which gives Td, the 63.2% delay time, as [62] 

(7.7) 

with tpd, the propagation delay time for strong coupling and a homogeneous medium, 

namely tpJI - cb. Please note that for Co ~ 1, tpd -+ tp and Td becomes the Elmore 

delay time for a single line (an accurate delay time estimate for weakly-coupled lossy 

lines). 
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Equipped with (7.1)-(7.7), design strategies to scale down package dimensions are 

considered in subsequent sections. 

Definitions of Design Parameters 

For the greatest packing density, interconnection dimensions could be scaled down 

in the same way as the transistors. The interconnection dimensions discussed in this 

paper are shown in Figure 4.3(a), where w is the line width, t is the line thickness, 

h is the height above ground plane, f is the line length, and s is the line spacing be-

tween two adjacent lines. A homogeneous, lossless insulator with a relative dielectric 

constant fr and a single-layer metallization also is assumed. Figure 4.3(b) shows the 

corresponding equivalent circuit of Figure 4.3(a). Please note that a simple model, 

namely the RC model, for the CMOS driver and receiver has been employed. For 

simplicity we assume a DC line loss for each interconnect (no frequency-dependent 

and proximity effects are considered here), which can be calculated by 

1 1 
R=-

aw·t 
(7.8) 

with known conductivity a, and line cross-section. For CMOS-inverter-based driver 

and receiver, the effective driver impedance and the effective receiver capacitance not 

only depend on the processing parameters and geometry but also on the bias voltages. 

For a fast driver (rD ::; 1), however, an approximate channel width of PMOST for 
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the driver can be obtained using [86] 

(7.9) 

where VDD is the power supply voltage, v~ = v;r IVDD is the normalized threshold 

voltage for PMOST, Le!! (= L - 2· LD) is the effective channel length corrected for 

the lateral diffusion, K: (= J.LoC~x = J.Lofoxltox) is the transconductance parameter, 

and wI is the driver width of PMOST. The channel width wI' for NMOST then 

can be obtained by dividing WI with a certain width ratio which is ~ J.Lel J.Lh ~ 2 '" 3 

for a symmetric inverter design. 

For digital circuits, a reasonable assumption is that the gate capacitance is a 

constant and equal to Cox [87, 88], i.e. 

(7.10) 

for all operation regions, where fox is the relative dielectric constant of oxide (~ 3.9 

for Si02 ), fO ~ 8.854 X 10-14 F I cm2 is the permittivity of free space, tox is the oxide 

thickness, Lr is the receiver channel length, and WrN and W; are the receiver channel 

width for NMOST and PMOST respectively. Based on (7.10), the required W; for 

a desired CL (eL) from the weak- or strong-coupling design then can be obtained by 

CLtox rpN cLCltox 
= 

foxfoLr 1 + rpN foxfOLr 
(7.11) 

where rpN == W; IW;'. 
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Based on the structure shown in Figure 4.3, we outline design parameters as 

follows, 

Wd 

Wr 

RD 

CL 

w rD 

t CL 
¢} Zo ¢} (7.12) 

f rl 
R 

(j Cc 
C 

h 
Cc 

S 

tOr 

where the first column shows the geometry parameters, the second column shows 

the dimensional electrical parameters, and the third column shows the dimensionless 

electrical parameters. 

To maximize the driver speed, a minimum channel length is used2 , which usually 

is set by the technology and is not adjustable by the driver designer. Equation (7.12) 

shows those termination parameters that usually can be scaled by a driver designer3 

2This minimum channel length is determined by processing ability, and some device operation 
limitations, such as to maintain long-channel subthreshold behavior [89, 90]. 

3Narrow-channel effects are not considered here. 
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For constant-field scaling [81], dimensions of MOS transistors and the supply volt

age VDD are scaled down by lISe (Se > 1), and the substrate doping concentration 

is scaled by Se. Based on the scaling rules of the transistors, tradeoffs of the scaling 

factors for terminations and package, especially the interconnections, are discussed 

in the following sections. 

To simplify our discussion, we designate the common scaling factor for dimensions 

of transistors and line cross-section as Se, and for line length as S>.. A scaling factor 

denoted as S:r;, where the subscripts x = s, h," " w, represents the scaling factor for 

line spacing, height above ground plane, .. " and line width respectively. We use St<, 

to describe the scaling factor for dielectric constant. 

In this paper, a two-dimensional calculator, UAMOM [26], is used to obtain the 

LC matrix of the lines numerically. This tool is based on the method of moments 

given by Wei et al. [91, 92], where a two-dimensional structure is assumed. 

7.3 Termination Scaling for Uniformly Scaled Packaging Cross-Sections 

As mentioned in the previous section, we wish to examine the case where the 

cross-section of interconnects is scaled to follow the scaling of the transistors. With 

the same scaling factor for all lengths, the ratios s I h, wI h, and wIt are not changed, 

and the corresponding Zo, C, and Ce are unchanged for this case. Equation (7.12) 



where fr and a are assumed fixed. 

Weak coupling: Ce :5 0.3, CL :5 CL,crit. Equation (7.13) gives unchanged rD and Ce, 

which satisfies (7.2) for crosstalk control requirement for weakly coupled cases. How-

ever, the reduction of CL and the increase of rl due to the down scaling may require a 

different rD according to (7.1) for overshoot control. According to (7.1), Figure 7.1(a) 

shows rl as function of CL for fixed rD's. Hence, according to Figure 7.1(a), for sys-

terns with CL and rl scaled as described in (7.13), a smaller rD is allowed without 

violating the 4% overshoot design goal. Reduction of rD produces a shorter delay 

time than that obtained by circuits with fixed rn's [67], but such a rD reduction 

increases relative driver area. Figure 7.1(b) also shows that a decrease in rD allows 

a larger Ce, or smaller line spacing, within the given crosstalk noise level of 10%. In 
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other words, one may trade increased driver size for closer packaging density, and 

still have reliable and fast performance. 

For a large original1'D, Figure 7.1(a} indicates that it is possible to scale down 

systems using (7.13) without significantly reducing rD due to rl increase. For in

stance, for rD = 0.9, rl can be changed from ~ 0.2 to ~ 0.3 (increase of 50%) but 

for rD = 0.5,~ rl can only be changed from ~ 1.25 to ~ 1.35 (increase of 8%). Fig

ure 7.1 (b) shows Co also will not increase in this case. The percentage difference 

between the required rD for different Se and S>. from (7.1) and the rD based on the 

scaling approach of (7.13) is shown in Figure 7.2(a), where rl and CL are scaled as 

shown in (7.13). Figure 7.2(a) also indicates that a large S>. for line length (short 

lines) results in a smaller Se for a fixed percentage of r D difference. 

Based on Figure 7.2(a), Figure 7.2(b) shows the SPICE simulation result of the 

far-end overshoot (top two curves) and the far-end crosstalk (bottom two curves) for 

a unsealed structure with rD = 0.9, CL = 0.2, rl = 0.212, and Co = 0.201, where 

w = h = 25 pm, t = 5 pm, S = 29 pm, €r = 3.5, .e ~ 5.23 cm, CL = 1.125 pF, 

and RD ~ 53.26 0, and a scaled structure with scaling factor Se = 1.25 and S>. = 1. 

The design constraints, namely a 4.3% overshoot (indicated as 1.043) and a 10% 

crosstalk (marked as 0.1), also are shown in Figure 7.2(b) for comparison. According 

to Figure 7.2(a), the fixed rD as required by (7.13) is about 5% larger than the rD 

needed to maintain electrical specifications. Therefore, a slightly smaller ringing and 

a smaller crosstalk are expected for the scaled syst.em. 
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For cases with large Se and/or small rD (7.13) cannot be used. Instead, rD has to 

be decreased to maintain performance. This reduction of rD then allows an increase 

of Cc without violation of the 10% crosstalk limit. That is, the scaling factor for line 

spacing can be larger than that for the cross-sectional parameters, while a smaller 

factor is required for the driver area. 

Strong coupling: For cases with strong coupling (cc ;::: 0.3), the dimensionless elec-

trical parameters are related by (7.5) and (7.6). Based on the scaled result shown 

in (7.13), it now is shown that the constant-field scaling rules degrade the electrical 

performance. Setting the changes 6.rD and 6.cc to zero as required by (7.13) and 

substituting the scaled rl and CL into (7.5) and (7.6) results in 

o = 0.1997rl(S~S>. -1) + 0.0297(rl)2(S:S~ - 1) 

+0.6169rlcc(S~S>. - 1) 

1 
cL(SeS>. -1) = 0.1281rl(S:S>. -1) + 0.693(rl)2 

x(S:S~ - 1) - 4.7919rlcc(S~S>. - 1) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

Equation (7.14) shows that there is no possible S;S>. with Se, S>. > 1 because the 

right-hand side of (7.14) is always greater than 0 for Se, S>. > 1. 

To satisfy the electrical performance requirements of (7.5) and (7.6) for Se, S>. > 1, 

the scaling rules given in (7.13) have to be modified. In this section, we mainly focus 

on modification of (7.13) by termination scaling. Another approach, namely package 

scaling, is discussed in the next section. 
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If we scale driver and receiver using (7.5) and (7.6) instead of using (7.13), (7.14) 

and (7.15) become 

tlrD == rD - r~ = 0.1997rl(S~S>. - 1) + 0.0297 

(7.16) 

tlCL = C£ - CL = 0.1281rl(S~S>. -1) + 0.693 

(7.17) 

where rD and c£ are the scaled driver resistance and load capacitance respectively. 

To find the corresponding rD and dL, the original rl and Co are needed. For example, 

if Co = 0.4 and rl = 0.1 for a un-scaled structure, according to (7.5) and (7.6), the 

required rD and CL are approximately 0.72 and 1.68 respectively. Now, if Se = 2 and 

S>. = 1.5, (7.16) and (7.17) give the scaled rn and c£ as 

r~ = rD - 0.23 = rD/1.47 

C£ = CL - 0.73 = cL/1.75 

We follow (7.13) for Zo, which therefore remains constant. The required RD = rDZO 

then has to be scaled by 1.47. That is, according to (7.9), the driver channel width 

has to be reduced by 1.47 instead of by Se = 2. That is, the reduction of driver width 

is less ambitious than that reduction of line cross-section; the relative driver area has 

to be increased (the real size still reduced). Also, the required CL has to be scaled 

by 1.75 using (7.17) instead of by SeS>. = 3 as suggested by (7.13), which results in 

A' e'I.'O' a scaling factor of ~ = ~ = 1/1.17 for the unnormalized CL. In other words, 
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rather than scaling according to CLI Se using (7.13), the receiver width is scaled less 

aggressively. The SPICE simulation result for this case is shown in Figure 7.3, where 

a shorter normalized delay time as predicted by (7.7) also is observed. 

7.4 Package Scaling for Uniformly Scaled Termination 

For cases with TD and CL strictly scaled according to (7.13) (perhaps imposed by 

other operating considerations, such as !:li noise, driving ability, fan-out and so forth), 

the package has to be adjusted so that the performance specifications still can be met. 

Based on the electrical design relations (7.5) and (7.6), scaling rules using different 

factors may be obtained. To simplify our discussion here, we will focus on package 

scalings with a common cross-sectional scaling factor Se, a line length scaling SA' and 

a different scaling factor Sx which is to be adjusted to fit performance requirements. 
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A. Scaling for Line Spacing: Sa =/: Se ~ 1 with S,.. = 1 and S>. ~ 1 

If the line spacing is scaled by Sa different from Se, (7.13) becomes 

(l/Se)· Wd 

(l/Se)· Wr RD 

(l/Se)CL (l/o:)rD 

(l/Se)· W (1/ SeS>.(3)CL 
(7.18) {:> {:> 

(l/Sc)·t o:Zo (S;S>./o:)rl 

(1/ Se) . h (3C ,Co 

(1/S8 )'8 S2R e 

S>.·£ 

factors for the line impedance Zo, line capacitance per unit length C, and the coupling 

coefficient Co respectively. Please note that calculations for C, Ce , and Zo are assumed 

independent of line length, that is, £ » w, t, h, s is assumed. 

To control overshoot and crosstalk, (7.5) and (7.6) must be satisfied. Assuming 

the original, unsealed system meets these requirements, (7.5) and (7.6) are satisfied 

by the unsealed rD, CL. The scaled parameters also must satisfy (7.5) and (7.6). 

Substituting the scaled parameters from (7.18) into (7.5) and (7.6), we then can 

combine the original relations (7.5) and (7.6) with the scaled (7.5) and (7.6) to 

eliminate TD and eL, obtaining the two requirements on the scaling factors below: 
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+0.6169rlco(S~S",- 1) + 0.1997rl(S~ S" - 1) 

-1.1549(a - 1) - 0.8315c&(a,2 - 1) (7.19) 

0= 0.8097(SeS".B - 1) + 4.7919rlco(S~S~.B,fa - 1) 

-0.1281rl(S~S~.Bfa -1) - 5.8835co(SeS".B,- 1) 

-0.693(rl?(S~S~.Bfa2 -1) -1.9115C&(SeS".B,2 -1) 

(7.20) 

To find acceptable a, .B and, due to Sa =J. Se under the scaling scenario of (7.18), 

both (7.19) and (7.20) have to be satisfied. 

As examples, four possible initial packages are examined here to illustrate the re

lation between scaling factors. These initial packages are typical of modern multiple

layer thin-film structures [93]. To simplify our discussion, we assume £ = 1 em for 

all these initial packages. All packages use copper lines with polyimide, €r = 3.5, as 

dielectrics. We also assume that the required terminations rD and CL are given with 

the un-scaled packages initially. 

Example 4.1.a: The first package has t = 5 {.J,m, w = 25 flm, s = 25 flm, and 

h = 25 flm, which corresponds to Zo ~ 58.67 0, C ~ 1.09 pF f cm, Co ~ 0.23, and 

R ~ 1.34 Of cm. For this case, possible scaling factors for line spacing Sa satisfying 

(7.19) and (7.20) with different S" and Se are shown in Figure 7.4(a). The intercept 

of the equation (7.19) curve (solid) and the equation (7.20) curve (dashed) gives the 
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required scaling factors for line geometry. The coordinates (S8' Se) of these inter

sections are indicated in parentheses in the figure. For example, for S>. = 1.5 the 

intercept is (2.6,1.93), so for a line length scaled by 1/1.5, we might scale line spac

ing by a factor of 1/1.93 while other dimensions are scaled by 1/2.6. The relative 

package size and SPICE response for both unscaled and scaled cases are shown in 

Figure 7.6. As indicated, crosstalk deviates slightly from the 10% design goal, sug

gesting a slightly more aggressive scaling of line spacing is allowed. 

Example 4.1.b: The second initial package structure considered here is the same 

as Example 4.1.a, except the line spacing is halved, .s = 12.5 /-lm (typically, .s ;::: w, 

however, to discuss the role of Co in deciding S81 Se we artificially reduce .s). For 

this example, Zo R:: 55.11 D, C R:: 1.21 pFlcm, Co ::::J 0.35, and R::::J 1.34 D/cm. The 

smaller line spacing gives a larger Co, as shown in Figure 7.4(a) and (b), which results 

for S>. = 1.5 in Sci S8 = 3.74/1.78 (compared to Sci S8 = 2.611.93 for Example 4.1.a). 

In other words, the larger Co of the initial structure implies a less aggressive scaling 

of line spacing is allowed for the scaled structure. 

Example 4.1.c: Scalings for the third package, which has structure with w = h = 

.s = 10 /-lm, and t = 2 /-lm, are shown in Figure 7.4(c). For this case, Zo, C, and Co 

are the same as Example 4.1.a but R R:: 8.38 n/cm is 6.25 larger. Because of the 

small original cross-section, there is no possible scaling factor Se, S>., and S8 for this 

package structure unless terminations are scaled at the same time. 

Example 4.1.d: Figure 7 A( d) shows the scaling ratios for the last example, which 
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has an initial package with w = h = s = 10 I'm, t = 5 I'm, and €r = 3.5, a.nd the cor

responding Zo ~ 52.52 n, C ~ 1.24 pFlcm, Cc ~ 0.28, and R ~ 3.35 n/cm. Unlike 

Example 4.1.c, a large thickness t = 5 I'm is used in this case, which decreases Rand 

increases the normalized coupling capacitance Cc of the initial package. Subjected 

to this change, Figure 7.4( d) shows three scaling relations for Be, Bs, and B>.. Com

parison with Example 4.1.c indicates there is a maximum allowed R (or a minimum 

w . t) for every packaging system. That is , for R too large, a scaled smaller version of 

the original structure cannot be formed with the same electrical requirements unless 

terminations are changed. The discrepancy between B8 and Be is less than that for 

Example 4.1.b, again, showing the importance of initial cc. 

In general, Figure 7.4 shows that in order to maintain pre-specified electrical 

performance, B8 has to be less than Be, i.e. line spacing must be scaled less than the 

line width, line thickness, and the height above ground plane if the relative driver and 

receiver area are not changed. For this case, slh increases to larger values. Therefore, 

Cc reduces and Zo increases for fixed wlh and tlh. The increase of slh also reduces 

C. In other words, 0:' > 1, f3 < 1, and I < 1 for scaling with B81 Be < 1. For cases 

with decreased Cc (f < 1), a small reduction of 7'D, a small reduction of CL, and a 

small increase of 7'1 are needed. 

Another point worthy of notice is the dependence of scaling factor on the choice 

of unscaled structure. Each case here has different geometry, and therefore different 
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initial electrical parameters. Such a geometry difference results in different scaling 

factors for each case. 

In terms of electrical parameters, unsealed systems with a large Cc could not follow 

scalings for terminations. This also is true for unscaled systems with a large rl. 

Scaling tradeoffs between line length and package cross-section are discussed in 

Section 7.4. -

B. Scaling for Dielectrics: Sit ~ 1 with S8 = Se ~ 1 and S>.. ~ 1 

A change of dielectric also varies the line parameters. For a TEM (Transverse 

Electric Magnetic) or quasi-TEM structure, mode impedance is inversely proportional 

to 0r approximately, and line capacitance is proportional to fro For a single dielectric 

the coupling coefficient, however, is dependent on geometry only. According to (7.5) 

and (7.6), a smaller rD and a smaller CL results for a fixed Cc and a larger rl. 

For cases with cross-sectional dimensions scaled by a factor Se (~ 1), dielectric 

constant scaled by Sit (:5 1), and line length scaled by S>.. (~ 1), the scaling scenario 

--- --------- -----~-
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and the corresponding scaled electrical parameters are as follows 

(l/Se)· Wd 

(l/Se)·Wr 

RD 

(l/Se)· W (l/Se)CL (l/a)rD 

(l/Se) . t (1/ SeS>.(3)CL 
(7.21) {::> {::> 

(l/Se)·h aZo (S~S>./a)rl 

(l/Se) . S f3C 'YCo 

S)..·C S2R c 

where a(Sc, S,~.), f3(Se, Sit), and 'Y(Sc, Sit), as defined earlier, are scaling ratios for Zo, 

C, and Co respectively. Please note that 'Y(Sc, Sit) = 1 for a homogeneous dielectric 

medium. 

As mentioned earlier, for Sit ::; 1 Zo increases (a ~ 1) and C decreases (f3 ::; 1). 

Such a scaling scenario supports the scaling of rD shown in (7.21). Because Sc, S>. ~ 1, 

but f3 :::; 1, CL mayor may not reduce. Figure 7.7 shows curves of (7.19) and (7.20) 

under scaling for €r, package cross-section, and line length with two different unscaled 

structures. It is shown that scaling of packages with fixed RD and (1/ Sc)CL requires a 

smaller €r than that for the unscaled structure. As an example, Figure 7.8 shows the 

SPICE simulation result for (Se, Sit, S>.) ~ (3,3,2) in Figure 7.7(b), where RD is fixed 
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and CL is scaled by 1/ Se. For packages with weak coupling, shown in Figure 7.7(a) 

as an example, scaling down dielectric constant still could not result in required 

parameters. Terminations, therefore, also must be scaled accordingly to satisfy the 

performance constraints. 

C. Scaling Tradeoff between Line Length and Cross-Sections 

The performance degradation for scaled-down line cross-section is mainly due to 

increase of line loss. Therefore, an obvious approach is to increase conductivity of 

interconnections to reduce line loss. Other scaling approaches include to fix w . t 

product and/or to decrease line length to maintain total line loss. Such an approach 

will not work for packages due to the tendency toward increased global line length 

for modern packages. 

For scaling of packaging systems with RD fixed and CL scaled by 1/ Se, the tradeoff 

between line length and line cross-sections becomes more complicated. Nevertheless, 

Figure 7.4 indicates that an increase of S>. always results in a decrease of Se. In 

other words, a decision to increase line length may cost larger line and package cross

sections. For instance, let's examine the corresponding Se changes for cases shown 

in Figure 7.4(a), (b), and (d) with S>. = 1 -I- 2. Example 4.1.a gives a 0.73 times 

of Se reduction while Example 4.1.c and Example 4.1.d give a 0.69 and a 0.76 times 

of Se reduction respectively. Compared to the theoretical value by (7.8), which gives 

S>./ S; -I- S~/ S~2 for fixed 1U and therefore Sc -I- O. nsc, it is clear that 7'/ scaling 
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is the dominant factor for different sets of (Se, Ss, S>.). Based on (7.8), to scale 

Example 4.1.b may require S>. ~ 0.4 because its unsealed R is 2.5 times of that 

for Example 4.1.d. As a result, as often done in practice, it might be required to 

introduce extra levels of interconnection to allow increased cross-sections for longer 

lines. 

7.5 Conclusion 

We conclude this study by outlining some possible scaling rules for certain electrical

performance requirements as follows. 

(1) If w, h, t, and s are scaled by the same factor Se, to meet performance require

ments, the driver has to be re-designed for a lower driver resistance, and the 

receiver also has to be scaled accordingly. Closed-form expressions are provided 

to relate the normalized parameters with scaling factors. 

(2) If the dimensionless driver resistance rD is fixed, and both the dimensionless 

receiver capacitance CL, and w, h, and t are scaled by a common factor Se, and 

the interconnection is scaled by S>., the scaling factor for line spacing Ss has to 

be smaller than Se. 

(3) If the dimensionless driver resistance rD is fixed, and both the dimensionless 

capacitance CL, and w, h, t, and s are scaled by a common factor Se, and the 

line length is scaled by S>., the dielectric constant has to be scaled by S" > 1. 
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(4) Increases of line length decrease scaling factors for packaging cross-sections due 

to linearly increased line loss. 

(5) For initial systems with a large Ce, scaling factors for line spacing are less than 

that for other cross-sections. The larger the initial ce, the smaller the Ss/Se. 

(6) Other sc~ling scenarios involving several different scaling ratios require numerical 

approaches, that have to be considered case by case. 

(7) Scaling factors are strongly dependent upon the initial, unscaled structures. 

Systems with different scaling scenarios, such as totally different scaling factors 

for w, h, s, and t, may also be able to meet the pre-specified requirements. Scaling 

with three or four different factors, however, becomes complicated. Nevertheless, the 

scaling scenarios described here provide a systematic approach that can deal with 

more complicated scaling situations. 
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Figure 7.1: Design curves for weakly-coupled cases: (a) overshoot control: rl versus 
CL with different 1'D'S, where CL.crit is given by (3), and (b) crosstalk control: Co 

versus rD with CO.max ~ 0.3 [10]. 
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Figure 7.2: (a) percentage difference of rD versus common scaling factor Se for S>. = 1, 
1.5, and 2 with rD = 0.9, and CL = 0.2 and 0.26. (b) time domain response for 
unscaled structure: w = h = 25 f.Lm, t = 5 f.Lm, S = 29 f.Lm, and e = 5.23 cm with 
CL = 1.125 pF and RD = 53.26 0, and scaled structure with Se = 1.25 and S>. = 1. 
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Figure 7.3: The SPICE simulation result for a unscaled packaging structure with (a) 
TD = 0.72, CL = 1.68, 7'i = 0.1, and Co = 00403. Withe Se = 2 and S>. = 1.5, the 
scaled TV becomes 0049, and CL = 0.95. Using (8), a MOST LEVEL 1 driver model is 
implemented with device parameters shown in Table 1. The simulation result with a 
LEVEL 1 modeled driver and constant CL for case (a) is displayed in (b). The insert 
shows the corresponded structure. 
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Figure 7.4: Scaling relations for fixed RD, and CL --+ Cd Se with (a) w = h = 
s = 25 J.tm and t = 5 J.tm, (b) w = h = 25 J.tm, s = 12.5 J.tm, and t = 5 J.tm, (c) 
w = h = s = 10 J.tm and t = 2 J.tm, and (d) w = h = s = 10 J.tm and t = 5 J.tm. 
Three different S>.'s (=1, 1.5, and 2) are used as parameter. Each S>. corresponds 
to one set of scaling factors for Se and Sa. They are (2.98,2.3,1), (2.6,1.93,1.5), and 
(2.33,1.69,2) for case (a), where the first value in bracket is Se, the second value is 
Ss, and the third value represents S>.. 
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Figure 7.5: Continued··· (Sc, Ss, S>.)=(4.25,2.25,1), (3.74,1.78,1.5), and (3.42,1.55,2) 
for case (b). Because of unsealed structure, there is no possible scaling factor for case 
(c) if RD is fixed and CL -+ CLISe' For case (d) (Sc,Ss,S>.) can be (1.875,1.516,1), 
(1.77,1.3,1.5), or (1.63,1.15,2). 
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Figure 7.6: (a) Schematic of geometry cross-section for unsealed and scaled package 
dimensions, (b) SPICE simulation result for unsealed and scaled dimensions, where 
RD ~ 52.38 n for both cases, and CL ~ 0.66 pF for unsealed structure but CL ~ 

0.26 pF for scaled case. Because coupling coefficients of both cases are less than 0.3, 
discrepancy between design goal and real response is expected. 
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Figure 7.7: S" vs Se for different S>.'s with (a) w = h = s = 25 /-Lm, t = 5 /-Lm, 
.e = 1 em, and €r = 9, and (b) w = h = 25 /-Lm, S = 12.5 /-Lm, t = 5 /-Lm, .e = 1 em, 
and €r = 9. For case (a), no scaling relation could be found. Unscaled packages for 
(b), however, can be scaled, for instance, by (Se, S,,' S>.)=(3,3,2) or (1.62,3.37,4). 
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Figure 7.8: ( a) Schematic of geometry cross-section for unsealed and scaled packaging 
dimensions, (b) SPICE simulation results for unsealed and scaled structures, where 
RD ~ 26.4 n for both cases, and CL ~ 4.59 pF for unsealed structure but CL ~ 

1.53 pF for scaled case. Please note that CL{unscaled)/CL{scaled) = 3 = Se. 
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Table 7.1: Device parameters for SPICE LEVELl MOST model. 

Parameter NMOST PMOST Unit 
VTO 1.0 -1.0 V 
PHI 0.6 0.6 V 
TOX 17.8 17.8 nm 

LD 0.1 0.1 ,."m 

KP 103.362 34.454 ,."A/V2 

CJ 138.57 590.85 ,."F/m2 

CJSW 408.11 89.271 pF/m 
CGDO 419.91 300.02 pF/m 
CGSO 419.91 300.02 pF/m 
CGBO 384.69 413.95 pF/m 
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CHAPTER 8 

Overall Remarks and Future Work 

To take advantage of today's dense, high-speed chips, the design of signal paths 

from chip to chip has to take into account on-chip issues, such as driver and receiver 

design. A combined design usually results in better overall system performance. 

The major design problem in inter-chip signal paths is the control of noise. There 

are three major sources or types of noise that one usually encounters. They are ground 

bounce noise, crosstalk noise, and reflection noise. Using careful design disciplines, 

these noises may be controlled at the expense of performance. Therefore, in this work 

we have undertaken to quantify these tradeoffs between noise and performance. 

8.1 Ground Bounce 

Tradeoff relations in terms of the last-stage CMOS driver size, the maximum 

allowable number of simultaneously switched drivers, the power-supply parasitics, 

the loading condition, and the system operation speed have been derived first for 

a pre-specified maximum ground bounce and a pre-specified switching time. Using 

these relations, the maximum allowable number of simultaneously switched drivers 

can be determined for a provided package with a pre-specified maximum ground 

bounce and a pre-specified switching time. Tradeoff relations were developed that 
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show that to increase the number of switched drivers and the operation frequency 

requires a low-inductance chip carrier and a low-inductance bonding technique to 

reduce the ground bounce. Large fan-out increases the switching time unless a larger 

driver size is used, which draws more current and hence causes larger ground bounce. 

Designs based upon the derived tradeoffs for both long-channel devices and ve

locity saturated, short-channel devices are shown to meet arbitrarily specified design 

goals within engineering accuracy. 

Subthreshold switching noise due AC coupling through the gate-to-bulk capaci

tance also has been examined. It turns out that subthreshold ground bounce is not 

as important for a ramped input as it is for cases with an exponential input. 

Based on our study, systems with on-quiet drivers result in smaller ground bounce 

than systems without on-quiet drivers, a, difference that is more noticeable if systems 

operate at higher frequencies. 

8.2 Crosstalk Noise 

Tradeoffs between coupling noise and line density (spacing) were then investi

gated. For weakly-coupled lines, a simple far-end crosstalk estimate has been derived 

for small capacitive loads. For systems in a homogeneous medium, such a far-end 

crosstalk noise results from termination mis-match. Unless line loss is significant 

compared to loss less line impedance, coupled lossy lines share the same maximum 

crosstalk noise as coupled lossless lines. 
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For large line loss, large capacitive loads, and/or strong coupling, two crosstalk 

estimates are derived that serve as upper and lower bounds. 

It was shown that if only one adjacent line is considered, the s / h (spacing to height 

above ground ratio) for a maximum 10% coupling noise can be reduced approximately 

to s/h = 0.8 for most w/hs (line width to height above ground ratios) and wIts (line 

width to line· thickness ratios) which we are interested in. For very high line density, 

the far-end coupling noise can be controlled by proper terminations. In other words, 

because of the reflective nature of the far-end coupling noise in homogeneous-material 

systems, terminations can be designed to reduce reflections, and thus reduce coupling 

noise. Increase in line loss may also be used to dissipate noise magnitude, which, 

however, may cause signal degradation, and is not desirable. 

8.3 Reflection Noise 

Another important issue in signal integrity is termination matching. For MOS

based circuits, such matching is frequency-dependent because of the capacitive nature 

of the input impedance of MOST. For full voltage-swing switching, a mis-matched 

source is used deliberately to speed up far-end response. In order to keep reliable 

operation, a simple tradeoff relation between line, driver output impedance, and load 

input impedance was derived. This tradeoff relation works well for single-mode exci

tation with parameter modification, and for weakly-coupled mixed-mode excitation. 
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For strongly-coupled mixed modes, the same tradeoff may be achieved using an av

erage transfer function approach. 

8.4 Design Guidelines for High-Speed and Noise-Controlled Systems 

Design guidelines combining driver, receiver, and line parameters have been de

rived for different coupling strengths. For weakly-coupled lines, an isolated single-line 

approach may be used to control overshoot and to optimize overall far-end transient 

time. The line coupling then may be obtained once driver, receiver, and other line 

parameters have been determined. Two estimates of the delay time, namely a lumped 

model ( J L ICC L + tv LC) and a single-line Elmore delay time, are provided to eval

uate system delay for weakly-coupled cases. This delay time, of course, also can serve 

as another design guideline that can meet a pre-specified delay requirement. 

The above approach to design for controlled overshoot, crosstalk, and delay time 

must be modified for strong coupling. For strong coupling, semi-empirical design 

guidelines were provided because it was not possible to derive a closed-form crosstalk 

expression. A modified Elmore delay time was used to estimate far-end delay with 

line coupling. 

To convert design parameters into useful device parameters, a MOS1 model was 

used for the last-stage driver size and the receiver size calculations. The success of 

such semi-empirical guidelines in reaching our design goals was shown using SPICE 
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simulations. For driver and receiver modeled as CMOS inverters, usually less than 

10% discrepancy results from the nonlinearity of devices. 

8.5 Future Work 

Although there is no obvious time coherence between different noise sources, noise 

due to different sources might add in a worst case. Such a time coherence issue 

deserves more attention when one is dealing with signal integrity. 

Currently, ground-bounce control is the most challenging tradeoff issue. As we 

stated earlier, one of the most efficient ways to control ground bounce is by using a 

low parasitic inductance chip carrier, such as using flip-chip technology with a BGA. 

For systems having La's less than 100 pH, other noise sources, such as reflection noise 

and/or crosstalk noise, might become significant. In such ground-bounce-controlled 

systems, design guidelines introduced here for the remaining types of noise may be 

applied. However, quantitative criteria for the transition of the design approach from 

a ground-bounce-control dominated approach to a reflection-noise- or a crosstalk

noise-control dominated approach need to be developed. 

It is possible that with a set of parameters selected to control crosstalk and re

flection noise, the far-end noise due to ground bounce propagated through on-quiet 

drivers also may be attenuated. In other words, the transient inductive noise on the 

ground bus may not propagate to the far end because higher harmonics might be 

blocked by the low-pass nature of an interconnect. 
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To apply the approaches discussed in this dissertation to practical design, some 

additional issues have to be examined. As stated in Chapter 2, because ground 

bounce is sensitive to input waveform, a pre-stage circuit is needed to provide a 

ramped input for the last stage. 

For practical design concern, parameters should be provided within certain ranges 

if processing tolerance and temperature variation are considered. For instance, due 

to manufacturing tolerance, the parameters of different devices on the same chip vary 

significantly. These manufacturing issues have yet to be related to noise control. A 

statistical design approach therefore is needed. Similar approaches also are required 

to control reflection noise and coupling noise. 

Besides a statistical approach, some second-order effects have to be considered to 

control noises. Threshold voltage variation due to bulk bias, charge sharing might 

become important for some circuits. 

Other issues, such as tradeoffs between power dissipation and performance also 

should be included to optimize overall performance. For example, if power budget 

allows, a parallel far-end termination usually results in faster far-end response than 

the approach we proposed using mis-matched series termination. Nevertheless, such 

a performance speed-up requires maintainance of transmission lines at VDDQ/2 (bias 

to high-gain region) when they are not switched, which costs DC power. Tri-state 

operation, namely systems operate at VDDQ, ~ ~VDDQ' and VssQ, and switching noise 

reduction also introduce tradeoff between noise and speed. It is obvious that for a 
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tristate off-chip driver, during pre-charge/pre-discharge cycle, the switched driver 

is disconnected from the input signal, which tends to limit maximum switching by 

clocking. 

To conclude our discussion, it is clear that to design a best performance customized 

system, driver, receiver, and interconnect have to be consider together. Such a design 

approach allows the de3igner to optimize the entire system, and not simply place 

together optimized sub-systems. An approach based on subsystems does not allow 

consideration of tradeoffs between different performance issues, such as noise, delay, 

power dissipation, and layout area, all of which have to be carefully weighed for a 

pre-specified application. 
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Appendix A 

Transient Analysis at the Far Ends 

Even or odd modes are generated by exciting the two lines with the same voltage 

magnitude but with same or opposite polarity. Since the fields of even and odd modes 

can be proved linearly independent to each other, for arbitrary driving voltages at 

both lines the electrical field distribution in the x - y plane can always be superposed 

as a linear combination of the even and odd modes. The general solution of a two-

line system can be described as an arbitrary superposition of even and odd mode 

solutions. For only a forward propagating mode, we can write 

... (a] V= 

b mode 

(A -1) 

or can be represented explicitly as 

(A -2) 

where a and b are arbitrary coefficients of V in mode space. As mentioned previously, 

the excitations corresponding to even and odd modes are 

... 1 [1] 
Ve=v'2

1
. 

Ime 

(A-3) 
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(A-4) 

where * is used to normalize the vectors for a even and odd mode basis. (A-2) can 

then be written as 

V=..!:..(1]+~( 1 ]=...!...(a+b] 
V2 1 V2 -1 V2 a - b 

line 

(A -5) 

in line space. In order to obtain (A-5), a 2 X 2 unitary matrix is required for trans-

forming V representation in mode space to line space, ie. 

s < modelV >=< linelV > (A -6) 

or in matrix form, 

(A -7) 

By property of unitary matrix, sts = I, where st is the hermitian conjugate of S 

and I is the identity matrix, and (A-7), we find that there are two solutions denoted 

as 

s+ = (A-8) 

(A-g) 
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Because we are interested in one driven line and one quiet line, from(A-5), we 

have to set a = b. This condition gives (A-B) in form of 

s+=-A 1 [ 1 

V2 -1 : ] (A - 10) 

In mode base we have transfer function as 

(A - 11) 

where H+ or H_ can be obtained by replacing all the parameters in the single-line 

transfer function as even or odd mode parameters. Making a similarity transforma-

tion can keep the physical properties of H(w) in line space as in mode space. Using 

(A-I0) the transfer function becomes 

For a driven ~ine = [ :] . ,the transfer function can be expressed as 

lme 

and 

(A-12) 

(A - 13) 

(A -14) 
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Using S- in the similarity transform will result in same expression as (A-13) and 

(A-I4). 

Here, H+ and H_ are given as 

with 

- Z+(ZL + RD)coshh'+l) + (Z~ + RDZL)sinh(/+l) 
Z_ZL 

/+ = {[R + jw(L + Lc)]jw( G + Gc)}1/2 

/- = {[R + jw(L - Lc)]jw(G - Ce)}1/2 

Z+ = [R + jw(L + LC)p/2 
jw(G + Gc) 

Z_ = [R + jw(L - Lc) P/2 
jw(G - Cc) 

ZL 
I 

= jwCL 

(A-15) 

(A-I6) 

(A-17) 

(A-IS) 

(A-19) 

(A-20) 

(A-2I) 

Here m is the line resistance, Cl is the line capacitance, Gel is the coupling capaci-

tance, Ll is the line inductance, Lei is the coupling inductanceand l is the length of 

the transmission line. 
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The design algorithm discussed above is empirical and is easy to use, but not to 

analyze. To obtain a simplified design model, consider CL and rD as a second-order 

dependent function of rl and Ce , i.e. 

rD = At + Btrl + Gtcc + Dt(rl? + Etrlce + Ftc~ 

CL = A2 + B2rl + G2Cc + D2(rl)2 + E2rlcc + F2C~ 

(B-1) 

(B-2) 

where Aj, B j, Gj, Dj, Ej, and Fj for i = 1,2 are the parameters to be adjusted for a 

least-squares data fitting. 

Under the assumption of constant standard deviation for each data point, the 

least-squares fitting function for rD and CL is 

rD(Cc; rl) = 1.1549 - O.1997rl - 1.3063cc - 0.0297(rl)2 

-O.6169rlcc + 0.8315c~ 

CL(Ce; rl) = -0.8097 + 0.1281rl + 5.8835cc + 0.6930(rl)2 

-4.7919rlcc + 1.9115c~ 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

Figure 6.3 shows the simplified design curves obtained from Eq. (B-3) and Eq. (B-

4), for rD and CL with fixed rls', and the "exact" data points. As indicated, this 

simplified model works well for not too small CL or ce • Eq. (B-3) signifies that the rD 
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has a stronger dependence on the parameter Cc than on rl, as is also true for CL from 

Eq. (B-4), because each coefficient corresponding to Cc is larger than that for rl. 

Inverting Eq. (B-4), 1'l(cc; CL) can be obtained for a fixed CL, i.e. 

rl(cc; CL) = -0.0924 + 3.4574cc - v'9.1950c~ - 9. 1290cc + 1.1769 + 1.4430cL (B - 5) 

which is shown in the top of Figure 6.4 for CL = 0.1,0.5,1.0,2.0, and 3.0. 

Using rl as obtained from Eq. (B-5) to replace the rl in Eq. (B-3) results in an 

expression for rD(cc; CL), i.e. 

rD( Cc; CL) = 1.1382 - 1.6496cc - 1.9296c~ - O.0429cL 

+(0.1942 + 0.8223cc)j9.1950c~ - 9.1290cc + 1.1769 + 1.4430cL (B-6) 

which is shown in the bottom of Figure 6.4. 
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